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Ifyou like this book~
~ive the credit to tRe
entire student body ~
class committeemen and
the faculty. for without
the hearty co..operation
good fellowship and
loyalty of every one.we
could not have produced

It.
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To Sanford B. Ladd
The able scholar, the inspiring teacher,
the wise administrator,
educator,
whose
interests
largest

whose

the progressive

fine personality

deep devotion

of the student
service

of

the

and to the
Kansas

School of Law have enshrined
the hearts of all.
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HaN. OLIVER H. DEAN,
(Of Warner, Dean and Thompson, Scan-itt Bldg.)
President and Lecturer on the Law of Corporations and Constitutional Law.
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RUTH

P. RAGLAND
H. ROACH

:J}fascot-"Class of'2 5"

HUGH

With

G. CARR

the presentation

by Mr. Powell of

two silver nested cups, a gift from Hon. O.
H. Dean to Mr. Patrick
the arrival

of Hugh

Carr, in honor of

G. Carr. came also a

vote from the Senior Class to make this new
arrival their mascot.
H ere's to our NIascot-Hugh
May he eucr prosper.
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C. Carr!

r SENIORS
'0o

'Ghe Senior Pledge
TA)) [)] NG as we are upon the very eve of receiving our degree, we find it difficult to turn
our thoughts to class history, The record of our four years is set down with an irrevocability which wishes cannot alter. Om failures and our successes, our mistakes and honors,
are all carved with clear-cut precision upon a single tablet of time. And so it is that we are
thinking rather of the future.
~

'0

To those of us who have worn the cap and gown before, there will recur this June that
peculiar thrill which comes when the master of ceremonies pronounces the words, "You are
hereby admitted to all the rights and privileges and responsibilities of this degree." To the
others, it will come for the first time, but for all it will he pregnant with deep feeling.
As Seniors then of the Class of 1925, looking down the long vistas of the future, we make
our three-fold pledge of loyalty. Loyalty to our Alma Mater! Loyalty to our profession!
Loyalty to our class!
Loyalty to our Alma Mater which binds us ever to respect true education in any form,
which binds us ever to extend an encouraging hand to those who are reaching out for more
education, and always ungrudgingly to raise our hands and voices in respect to those who have
attained g reatcr scholastic heights than we.
Loyalty to our profession which binds those of us who practice it ever to cherish the ideals
which men like John Marshall and Edward D. White have wrapped about it. Loyalty to ourselves, which bids us to prepare and stand in readiness that if the time may come that our
city, state, or nation shall ask of us some signal return for our inheritance of citizenship, we
may he able to respond with a service as nearly perfect as human limitations will allow.
And when, in the final administration of estates, the Supreme Chancellor Himself shall
take judicial cognizance of our meager possessions, may He find in each tiny heap one shining
piece of gold, untarnished by the fast-flowing currents of public opinion, unbent by the
pressure of special privilege and disrespect for authority, and stamped with the solemn seal,
A Bachelor of Laws.
-Anne Sarachon Hooley, 1925.
CLASS

K. I. F!;gg,
President

G. B. Owens,

Vi-President

OFFICERS

J a Zelma Smith,
Secretary
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jos. Cohen,
Treasurer

J. P. James,
Sgt.-at-Arllls

PL:SSELL

W. GUNN

822 N ew York Life Building
'1' •.\ ..1

JOSEPH

G. PATlTO

Kansas City, },1o.

THEODOPE

D. EASTON

Sherwin-Williams
Co..
Kansas City, Mo.

DONALD
Internal

E. O'HARA
Revenue Dept.

H. E. JAMES
Missouri Valley Elec. Co.
Intercollegiate Debater, '23
Washington Day Banquet Speaker, '23
Chairman Senior Pandex Committee
Chairman Debate Committee, '24
Admitted to Bar June, 1924

JASPEP
DE MARTA
15 City Market
<!> .-\

.1.

LOUIS].

MAZUCH

Deputy License Collector

A. L. PEALE
Royal's Music Shop
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___

G. BURYL

CUMMINS

2101 Prospect

Avenue

Admitted to Bar in June, 1924

JOHN

P. HANCOCK

Robertson, Higgins and Boddington
1322 Commerce Building
Admitted to Bar june.. 1924

EDW. ]. FLYNN
608 Title Trust

Building

Attorney

L. WADE

FRANK

John Deere Plow Company
<I' A .1

CLAY

C. BREWER

K. C. Terminal

Ry.

Junior Class Treasurer

E.M.RAYBORNE
Edwards,

Kramer, Edwards

A. B. ENGLAND
448 Planters

Building

J. F. GRIFFICE
Independence,

Missouri
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.rA..

_

LESLIE vv. SMITH
Mercer H otel
<j:>

~\.

fj,

KENNETH
I. FLIGG
Baker, Botts, Parker & Garwood
Intercollegiate Debater, '22-'23-'24-'25
Banquet Speaker, '23
President, '25
.6 8 <I>

l\ALPHL.

MOHSE

Creo-Dipt Co., Inc.

HOvVARD S. BRYANT
Railway Mail Sen-ice
Admitted

to Bar, 1925

GEO, G, OWEKS
1015 N. 22d, Kansas City, Kas.

YIRGIL A, JULI AN
Ford Motor Co.
Soph. Debating Team
J unior Debating Team
Senior Debating Team
Pandex Committee, '25
Washington Day Banquet Speaker, '25

URBAN

A, SCHICK

Hartford Insurance Co.
Admitted to Bar, October, 1923
'I' A

fj,

WILLARD
N, GRABILL
Business Men's Assurance
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Ass'n

T. ]. BOMAR
915 Vy'a!nut

Admitted to Bar. june, 1923
'P A L\.

.-\. 13. TAYLOR
Hahn Distributing

Co.

Junior Class Debating Team
Sophomore Class Debating Team
Jntercollegiate Debater. '25

JOSEPII

COHE";

Reporter, K. C. Star
Freshman Debating Team
Pandex Staff, '21-'22
Treasurer, '25

Fl<ANCES

E. SUBLETTE

Dickason-Goodman
Panc1ex Committee, '21-'22
Associate Editor Pandex. '23-'24
KBIT

C. R. RTTTMf\l'\

R. B. Jones & SOilS
Associate Editor Pandex, '24
Admitted to Ear, 1925
<P A L\.

AUSTIN

DAR. WI1\' HADSELL

Lawyer,

906 Continental

Bldg.

GARNETT STEPHEN
CUDDY
Rock Island Railway
L\.

e

l'

C. R. HOLMES
Kansas City, 1'10.
L\.

e
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)'IRS.

K. LORING

RUBY

3332 Summit
Kansas City,

Street
Missour i

\\1, B. WRIGHT
Aetna Casualty & Surety
Kansas City, Missouri

e

fI.

Co.

l'

HUGHES

C. CUNNINGHAM

Ocean Accident & Casualty
Kansas City, Missouri

Co.

Adjuster
l' A fI.

SAMUEL
Kansas
Kansas

CROSS
City Railways
City, Missouri

M. R. HOGAN
Ocean

~e

& Guarantee

Accident

Corp.

<p

MI~S. KATHARll\E

LEE JONES

3635 nora
Kansas

A venue
City, Missouri

Secretary
Freshman
Class, '21-'22
Member of Inter-Class
Debating Team,
1921-22

MRS. IDA M. WOODWARD
3411 Holmes

Street

Entertainment
Committee, '21
Banquet Committee,
'22
Pandex Ball Committee,
'23
Associate Editor Pandex, '23
K B II

JOE V. MATOUS,:K
Fifteenth
and ).i[cGee Streets
Kansas City, Missouri
.1
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MILDRED

ALfCE

4305 Harrison

CONKOR
Street

William P. Borland Prize, 1922
Third Honor Student, 1924
KHlT

.HAHI~Y S. SAUNDERS
1700 Federal Reserve Bank Building
Associate Editor Panclex, 1924
<I' .A ~

\I'M.

"'L ANDERSON
Circuit Clerk's Office

Admitted to Bar, 1924

J.

CAIRNS,

M.D.

Lawyer

Admitted to Bar, 1924
MISS

ANNE

HOOLEY

Sarachon Hooley School
Bankruptcy Prize, 1923
Second Honors, 1924
KBIT

\\'lLLJAM

C. FINNELL

Construction Engineer
Admitted to Bar, 1924
Banquet Song Leader
CECIL

A. PAYNTER

816 Chambers Building
Vice-President

Freshman

Banquet- Speaker,

Class, 1922

1924

Admitted to Bar, 1923
<I> A..1

WALTER

lNGRAM

BIDDLE

La wver, Lea veuworth. Kansas
6

e

<!'
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RCBY

EENDL

CAMPBELL

Frank Purcell Walnut Lumber Co.
1\ H IT

EDWIN

G. BUSH

County Court House

w.

ALBERT

Mc\.VHORTER

American Railway Express Company

A. L DYE

Merchants Assn. Credit Bureau

HARRY

L AKEll

Kansas City Life Insurance Co.

CLARENCE

L GERSHON

Stand berg, McCreery & Co.

H, D, CAl~PENTER

Crane Company

JO ZELMA

SMITH

Dramatic Art
1714 West Forty-first

Street

Junior Debate, '23-'24
Banquet Speaker, '22
Secretary of Class, '24-'25
<]) j, j,
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THOMAS

ED\VARD

JOYCE

440 Korth Seventeenth
Kansas City, Kansas

Street

Associate Editor, '24
BnYA\l

ALLEN

531 Scarritt

v.

Building

M. C. .A., Tenth and Oak

J.

ROBT.

BENSON

Peoples Trust Company
Kansas City, Missour-i
~

8

<1>

JOSEPH

11. STEWART

1215 Commerce Building
\<\!alsh & Aylward
Class Treasurer, '22
Admitted to Missour-i Bar, '24

n

8 <I>

J01" N P. JAMES
U. S. Post Office
Publicity Director Pandex Ball, '24
Sergeant-at-Arms
Senior Class, '25
STEPHEN

J.

MORAND[

Sherwin-Williams

Company

Kansas City, Missouri

PAUL

E. VARDEMAN

Missouri Abstract & Guaranty
Kansas City, Missouri
Pandex
<]>

Co.

Editor, '24

A ~

JOSEPH

M. MORRISSEY

DeCoursey

Creamery

Company

Kansas City, Missouri
President Junior Class, '24
Admitted to Missouri Bar, '23
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CHARLES

O. SMITH

1003 Continental

Bldg.

Admitted to Bar, June, 1924
'I' 1\ ~

A. A. RIDGE
Lawyer
Walsh & Aylward,

Attorneys

Banquet Speaker, '25
Admitted to Bar, '23

J.

LEO

QUINN

Business Manager Pandex, '24

J. C. POHLMANN
Cudahy Packing

Co.

Associate Editor Pandex, '24
Senior Pandex Committee, '24
Admitted to Bar, June, '24

A. L. DAIlBY
Student Honors, '22, '23, '24
'I' A 6.

nOBE1~T C. NELSOK
Crane
/l.8<t>
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Company
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History

T

HE "Merry Old Boat," '26, rolls 011. This year, under the able guidance of Will. A.
Bvsel, president; Joh11 J. Burke, vice-president; D. J. Campbell, Treasurer; Mary J. Ryan,
secretary, and Wm. Hayes, sergeant-at-arms.
The school year started off with a "bang."
First came the election with the above results. \>\Ie heard some few cries of fraud, factional
dirt, etc., but their echoes have died away and we believe all admit that this has been one of
our 1110St successful years.
Next came our dance, the latter part of November, which was given at "The Garret."
This party was enjoyed by some hundred and fifty-five couples, who danced and swayed to
the music furnished by the orchestra of our 0\\'11 Bert Phelps. To Mr. Dillenberger and his
committee we must give a great deal of credit. because this party was a real success, as are
all parties given by the Class of '26.
This book was gotten out by the members of the Junior Class. The Executive Committee
of the Pandcx Ball was composed of Juniors.
This has been a very busy year for all the
members of the Class. Some grades have suffered, but we hope not to such an extent that
they may not be repaired. The grades of some of our students have been exceptionally high.
Maybe they are becoming more "educated," or maybe their hitherto latent br-illiance is now
becoming patent. Latent and patent are wonderful words to usc, are they not? \IVC hope to do
better next year. No doubt we wilt.

CLASS OFFICERS

Wm. Bysel,
President

J. J. Burke,
V.-Prcsidcllt

D. J, Campbell.
Treasurer
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Mary

J.

Sccret

Ryan,
ary

Wm. Hayes,

Scrqecnt-et-Arins

C. D. NICHOLS
Post Office, Kansas City, Kansas

G. C. "TOD"

DOWNEY

Frank Purcell Lumber Company
.6.

e

<T>

WI LLTAM CASHMAC<J
Lyle Stephenson
'I> .\

Insurance

Co.

6.

CHARLES

E. LOBDELL

Employee County Poor Farm

WTI.UA~[

GUGEL

Ford Motor

Company

Business ..Manager Panclex, 1925
Pandex Ball Committee, 1924
Sophomore Entertainment
Committee.

,r,

A

1924
6.

SIDNEY
1101

H. GOLDSMITH
Scan-itt

Building

Adjuster

WILLIAM

D. PICKETT

403 Dwight Building

GUY W. RICE
Langknecht

& Fraker,

Attorneys

CLIPFORD

O. GILE

Nourse & Bell, Attorneys-at-Law
Class Entertainment

Committee,

1923

(}, .\ .1

JOSEPH

N. MINIACE

American Railway Express

Company

L. B. MONEYMAKER
Kansas City Southern

BYRON

i\'IOREY

Railway Co.

GRAY

R. B. Jones & Co.

L. NASH

WILTON

Peoples Trust Company
A

e

<I'

1'. C. HOCKENSMITH
Clay County State Bank
Excelsior

GEORGE

Springs.

Missour-i

W. HARTELL

1400 St. Louis A venue

JAMES

S. ROONEY

116 West Kansas Street
Liberty, Missouri

2

A. H. PETITT
E. M. Lynn & Co.

EARL

B. SWARNER

4104 Francis Street
Kansas City, Kansas

"'AA

T. E. DOWLING
Rock Island Lines
Raytown, Missouri

HOWARD

C. ROBERTSON

Cady & Olmstead
tl e 'I>

WM. M. HAIN
Missouri Pacific R. R. Co.
625 Railway Exchange
Building-

A. H. THURMOND
E. M. Lynn & Co.
Accountant
'l'Atl

CRAIG

BARRETT

BARNETT

City Hall
TAA

WM. H. McMILLEN
Standard
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Oil Company

W. A. BYSEL
Assistant Tfr. Mgr. Ford Motor Co.
President Freshman Council, 1923
Highest Average, 1923
Chairman Sophomore Entertainment
Committee, 1924
President Junior Class, 1925

CLAUDE

R. INGRAM

National Cloak & Suit Co.

JOHN

J. WIRTHMAN

Standard Oil Company
Mt. Washington, Missour-i

ROY CLAUNCH
Midland Coal Company
Pandex Staff, 1925

JAMES
Legal

WILLIAM

T. SADLER
Department,

JAMES

K. C. Rys. Co.

HAYES

Johnson & Lucas, Attorneys
/;8<1>

EDWARD
Bemis

WALTER

A. STINE
Bros. Bag Co.

R. SPAULDING

National Cloak & Suit Co.

CHAnLES

VEnNOJ\

TOWJ\LEY

Kansas City Life Insurance Co.
<[>

_1 .1.

WILLIAM

LEE CAUWUN

Associate Editor Pandex. 1925
if> Ad

L. GOnE

CERALD

Bruce Dodson & Company
Editor-in-Chief Pandex, 1925
Mar-y E, Powell Honor, 1923
Class Treasurer, 1924
Pandex Ball Committee, 1924
Entertainment Committee, 1924-25
Constitutional Committee, 1923
r[>

A ~

R. BRUCE

NOEL

Morris Plan Company

FLMEn

KIENKER

Inter-State

National Bank

Entertainment Committee, 1925

ROSCOE

C. VAN

VALKENBURGH

Kansas City Life Insurance Company
Assistant Business Mgr. Pandex, 1925
Secretary Benton Chapter <I> A Do, 1923

~A"

GUS S. CAIN
Kansas City Structural

FRANK

Steel Co.

S. TREVILLYAN

Stiles Realty Company
402 Title and Trust Building

"e~
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I!. S. SMITH

3919 Garfield

A venue

\VM. F. HAMMOJ\D
Kansas City Terminal
Post Office

JOE

Railway

RULE
G. T. O'Maley, Inc.

<I->

.\

A

JOHN

McARDLE

Armour

Packing Company

J, P. :\'IcGUlRE
Cudahy Packing

RLSSELL

Company

V. LA FORGE

Assistant Treasurer, North
City Development Co.

Kansas

J.\}<rES F. WALSH
Lathrop, Morrow, Fox & Moore,
Attorneys
Pandex Staff,

lL-\RRY

1925

GOLDBERG

National

Hay & Milling Company
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R

B. BROWN

BYRON

Freight & Traffic Representative
:Mobile & Ohio R. R. Co.
<],

.1

.\

JOE R. KNIGHT
City Bank of Kansas City, Missouri
Speaker Washington Day Banquet
<{,

A L\

JOE LEVINE
Washington Hotel
DAN J. CAMPBELLE
Claim Department, Kansas City
Stock Yards Company
Vice-President, 1923-'24
Treasurer, 1925
A

e

4>

JULIUS

LUDWIG

JOHNSON

Assistant Business Mgr. Pandex, 1925
Panclcx Ball Committee, 1925
Washington Day Banquet Committee
Master Ritual, Snyder Senate
L\

e

'I>

WILLIS

K. DILLEN BERGER

New England National Bank
Chairman Entertainment

Junior Class,

1925
General Chairman, Pandcx Ball, 1925
junior Class Advertising Manager,
Pandex, 1925
Entertainment Committee, 1924
<I> A A

R ROBERT

COHN

715 Commerce Building
SAM S. SHAPIRO
1327 Commerce Building
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HUBERT

M. SMITH

K. C. Telephone Company

1.. R. HANKS
Ticket Agent, Union Station
Associate Editor Pandex, 1925
Debate Team, 1925

R. C. MOORE
T. H. Mastin & Company
<l>AA

CLIFFORD

B. MARTIN

Terminal Railway Post Office

w. J.

CARROLL

"Bushman" at Court House

J.

LOUISE

LAW

K. C. Bond Employment Company
Associate Editor Pandex, 1925

Knrr

ED. 1.. DUNBAR
Kansas City Terminal Railway

R. B. STEW ART
]. Walter Farrar, Attorney
Banquet Committee, 1925
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DUDLEY

WM. HOUTZ

Junior College
Debate, '22
Debate, '24

DAN

J.

CAMPBELLE

Vice-President, '23-'24
Treasurer, '25
Ll

e

<1'>

LEONARD

E. NEWTON

Achtenberg & Rosenberg

l;'RANK

NOONAN

Kansas City, Missouri

WILLIAM

A. DICKERT

Kansas City Southern Railway
Ll

e

<I:>

GERTRUDE

LANDERDALE

Employers Indemnity Corp
<1>Ll Ll

R. BARRETT

KENNETH
National

Surety Company

<1> A !:::.

HAROLD

E. FINCH

Board of Public Works
Vice-Chairman
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Panclex Ball, 1925

CLAUDE

SMITH

Kansas City, Missouri

S. M. CASE
Sinclair Coal Company
Associate Editor, '24-'25

"e,p

HARRY

O. SMITH

410 Title & Trust Building
.6.

e

<I>

E. O. KUNAU
American Sash & Door Co.

MARY

J.

RYAK

Theodore Gary Company
KBIT

DONALD

D. MUKRO

Employers Indemnity Corp.

G. C. HARDY
Strcngbilt

Garment :Mfg. Co.

ell AS. H. DUNN
Kansas City. Mo .. Police Dept.
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WM. V. SANDHAUS
344 Ridge Building
Admitted to the Bar, 1925

H. E. WHITNEY
712 McGee Street

JAS. F. McCAFFREY
Commerce Trust Co., Trust Dept.
Associate Editor Pandex

~e

<I>

JAMES

ROY CALHOUN

Langknecht & Fraker
if>

A .6.

D. L. WORTZ
Smith-Barnes & Strother Piano Co.

FAY HELENE

McKIM

The K. C. L. & W. Ry. Co.
Claim Agent
K

B IT

L. P. SHOEMAKER
James H. Parsons, Attorney

E. E. THOMPSON
Union Station, Civil Service
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(This one made "Jim" Riley turn over twice)

If ITTLE

Elmer Powell's come to our school to stay,
.1L......d To scare the Sophs and Seniors up and run the Fresh away,
To take the students off the roll when e'er they play "Black Sheep,"
And lecture oft on "Partnership," and earn his board and keep.
And when our work-day's over and our supper-time is done,
We set around the lecture-room and has the mostest fun
A list'nin' to the legal stuff 'at Elmer tells about
And the judgments 'at gits you ef you don't watch out.
Onct they was a man who wouldn't pay his taxes,
And when he went to court away up town,
The Mayor heerd him holler, and the clerk, he heerd him squall,
And when the Sheriff took his land, it wasn't his at all,
And he seeked it in the Circuit Court, and Probate Court and Press,
An' he seeked it in the Justice Court and everywheres, I guess,
But all he ever found was thist he "of luck was out,"
An' the judgments '11 git you, ef you don't watch out.
An' one time a daily paper'd allus laugh an' grin
An' make such fun of everyone that really 'twas a sin,
An' onct they was a Legislature, and Julian was there,
An' it mocked him an' it shocked him and said it didn't care,
But when they wrote a Editorial ancI started to deride,
They was a great big libel suit a-standin' by its side.
An' it brought on heavy damage, and the "Star" was put to rout,
Oh, the judgments '11git you, ef you don't watch out.
An' Elmer Powell says, that when school is due,
An' Henry jost, he sputters, an' Ragland goes, "Woo-co."
An' you hear the curfew whistle, and Johnson's talk is gay.
An' the got-a-dates and sleepy boys is shppin' fast away.
You'd better mind yer quiazers an' teachers fond and dear,
An' cherish them 'at gives you "Ten" an' drives off ev'ry fear,
An' help the pore and needy ones 'at clusters all about,
Er
the judgments '11
git
you

ef
you
don't watch
out!
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- J.

RCalhoun,

'26.

A Dl\IJR.r\TION of
rt itj- of purpose,

the legal profession. its sincerits loyalty to the Constitution,
a hope of livelihood or an eagerness for a legal
education, either one or all may have prompted enrollment in Kansas City School of Law. Association .iu the
School years that follow. surrounded by a pro Iessional
atmosphere emulating from members of the faculty.
members of the Bench and Bar and our upper Classmen,
have imbued us with a fraternal spirit which we are to
promulgate.
As time advances ancl completion of curriculum is near at hand and we are ready to go forth
into commercial fields, it is incumbent upon each of us
to familiarize ourselves with the recognized Code of
Ethics or the unwritten law of the legal profession, to
keep faithfully and literally every promise or engagement made, to be always liberal in extending courtesies
and favors to all officers of the court, to be always
ready to extend the right hand of fellowship to the less
fortunate members of the profession, to promote justice,
to inspire respect for the noblest qualities of jnanhood
and to so conduct ourselves so that when we depart this
liIe our deeds will be our greatest monument.
- Jas. F. McCaffrey, '26.
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Doast
Here's to the Class of '27. A hard playing. hard \\'orking.
square shooting bunch of jolly good fellows.
The Staff
acknowledges the good work of Mr-. 'Thomas. Miss Han-is,
Mr. Lebrecht and the balance of the committee in helping
us put the book across. More power to yon. '27.
-The

CLASS

John O'Brien,
President

G. L. Peterson,
r~.-Pr('sidellf

OI'I«lC£I,S

Margaret Evans.
Secretor»

[

z

Staff.

j;j

J

John E. Avlward.
Tn'{/.~I;rcr

L. ). Kirkham,

Srrornnt-ot-A

rnts

Sophomore

O

N the 24th day of September, 1923, there gathered together in the Freshman
quiz room, 312 souls with $10.00 in their pockets and an ambition to study
law three nights a week for four years.
vVe were as motley a group of
humanity as the most ardent connoisseur of human nature could hope for.
This was the beginning

of the Class of 1927.

And we gathered together on that occasion to start on our journey through
the legal archives of the ages, to glean therefrom a passing knowledge of our law.
And ever since then, passing has been the bane of our lives. But we were Freshmen then. Anyone could have told that, for, alas, we stood in line to pay our
tuition.
However. needless to say, we never committed such a grievous error
thereafter.
Since then, as our Mr. Gray would say, we have had our ups and downs with
Dad in his creaky elevator, Mr. Cope with Criminal Law and Judge Park and the
Statutes of Justinian.
Yes, we were put
meyer with 1\'1r. Cope
the Criminal Statutes,
us of the Statutes of

through our paces. all of us from Arnold down to Zeigelas ringmaster in Criminal Law, teaching us to hurdle over
just as we were lulled to sleep with Mr. Gage crooning to
Fraud.

In our first class election we elected Mr. Jay Gould as President, due to the
fact that the crying need then was for a big man. John Walsh was elected VicePresident, and M.iss Kenworthy
(now among the missing) was elected Secretary,
while Charley Jones held the office of Treasurer.
Mr. James Reeves and his committee drew up a constitution for our class,
which constitution was promptly amended and disregarded, as is the custom with
constitutions.
After this there was an interim of peace and quiet, broken only by our Sophie
selling tickets. And then came our second election, which really was not so much
an election as a marathon for long distance penmanship.
It is not known who
the actual victors are, but the consensus of opinion is that the honors were fairly
evenly divided between 1\1[r. Longnecker and Mr. Atherton, Mr. Longnecker having a slight lead. having cast fifteen more votes than 1\1[r. Atherton.
Anel then came the annual Washington's Birthday Banquet, given by the entire
school. It was at this banquet that we were first initiated into the real spirit of
the Kansas City School of Law. At this banquet the Class of 1927 was represented
by ),III-. Reeves and Mr. Mclvlahan, two of our class orators.
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We cannot close our Freshman year without mentioning Sam Terbavitch,
and his committee, and the good work they did in starting and awakening class
spirit, thus paving the way for the excellent dances and dinners that this class
has enjoyed.
The first week of our Sophomore year was devoted to the concentrated punishment of the Freshmen, just as we were punished last year. After the Freshmen
were properly spanked we turned our attention to the Lecturers, bombarding them
with "Story, Judge, Story."
They retaliated by way of Common Law Pleading.
Code Pleading, Statutory Rights and Remedies, and other rather mean and low
methods which we could name, should we but desire to do so.
Our Sophomore year has moved along rather smoothly, with, of course. the
expected jolts and bumps of examinations, as they came on from time to time.
From the Sophomore elections, Mr. J. C. O'Brien arose as President. \....
ith
George A. Peterson as Vice-President, and Mrs. Margaret Evans, as Secretary.
The Treasurer is Jack Aylward, who is kept under watchful surveillance by Jack
Kirkham, our "Cop," sometimes known as Sergeant-at-Arms.
We have accomplished more socially this year than last. W. J. Gilwee and
Eddie O'Keefe, with their committee, have arranged for dinners at the Tea Cup
Inn on two occasions, which were brightened up considerably by a delegation
from the Leavenworth bar.
Lee Cummins, as Chairman of the Dance Committee, "threw" two good
dances for the class. They were successful not only socially but added something'
like $77.00 to the class treasury.
Also, of course, we had our representation at the Washington Birthday Banquet, Gladys Barnes and Judge Truman representing the class this year. It is
said that the Class of 1927 thoroughly enjoyed itself at this banquet.
While most
dancing, ] immie
to battle bearing
way, and leaving

of liS have been upholding the honor of the class eating and
Reeves, Bill McMahan and Elmer Hodges have been going forth
the standard of the Kansas City School of Law, in the most noble
the impression on all adversaries, that we have a debating team.

'Thus we have gone on together since that 24th day of September, 1923, and
the score is now two down and two to go. Our past is important to us now, only
in the way in which it influences our future.
So, Here's to the future of the Class of '27.
~l\Iargal'et
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Ann Latchem.

EDWARD

MIKE

O'KEEFE

KCA,C
Member Entertainment Committee

DONALD

R. COULTER

Kansas City Life Ins. Co.
'I' A ~

THOMAS

R. HUNT

Kansas City Journal-Post

GEO.A.

PETERSON

Manual Training High School
Law and Rules Committee
V ice-President. ·25

ROBERT

R. REGESTER

C. B. & Q. Railroad Co.

J.

E. AYLWAHD
Federal Trust Company
Treasurer, ·25

'C. E. KENNEDY
Kansas City, Missouri

H. E. CLARK,

JR.

Harry E. Clark & Son
LIST

r

It-:

1

WALTER RALEIGH
GOUGH,
Western Baptist Pub. Co.
Entertainment Committee '25

JR.

MAX C. SHAPIRO
Kansas City, Mo.
Entertainment

J.

DANIEL

Committee '25

PIT TEL

Union Transfer Co.
Entertainment Committee '25

CLARENCE
C. NORMAN
Quality Ice & Stg. Co.
Inter-Class

VERA

Committee

G. HARRIS

Toby Fishman, Attorney-at-Law
Pandex Queen '25
Pandex Committee '25

WILLIAM

A. HANNON

The Larabee Flour Mills Corp.
Entertainment

GEORGE

Committee '25

S. BEEDLE,

JR.

New England Natl. Bank
Inter-Class Committee '24
Chairman Pandex Ball Committee '25
<J> A 6.

HUGH C. RES SEGER
Kansas City, Mo.

~

_J
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_

MARGI\RET

L. HEILLY

Teller. City Bank
Kansas City, Missouri
Publicity Committee
<]>

.l J.

ELLIS SHORT,

Jl1.

lndepeuclence. Missour-i
Real Estate

fl. O. MILLER
King-Miller IIlV. Co.
Kansas City, Missouri

EARL O. MEEK
The Morris Plan Company
Kansas City, Missouri

I· ENTOl\

GI{JGSBY

i02 Commerce Building
Kansas City, Missouri

GEO. H. PURDY
J, O. Porter Lumber Co.
Kansas City, Missouri

JAS. L. MAl TIN
White Eagle Oil & Refining
Kansas City, Missouri
Pandex Committee

MOSS H. SlL VE.LU·ORB
Ceo. E. Mitchell, Attorney
Kansas City, Missouri
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Co.

G. S. SLOUGH
The

Al11lnil111111Cooking

Utensil

Co.

C. BARRETT

ERNEST

Troost Avenue Pharmacy
Inter-Class Committee

J.

EARL

THOMAS

Income Tax
15 Peoples Natl. Bank Bldg.
Kansas City, Kans.
Chairman Pandex Committee, '25

CHAS.

G. [(ELLY

f70rd Motor Co.
Pandex Committee

H. L. CUMMINS
Convention Hall
Chairman

J.

Entertainment

Committee

A PAYNE

Western Union Telegraph

Co.

R. A. GORSUCH
Missouri
Inter-Class

J.

Pacific R. R Co.
Committee

L. GRAY
Maryland Casualty Co.
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C. JOYCE

FRANCIS

Wyandotte County Gas Co.
Member Entertainment Committee, '25

DEE

V. DOWNS
City Hall
Kansas City, Kans.

R. D. SMART
Kansas City Southern Ry.

HERBERT

M. BRADEN

Railway Mail Service
Second Class Debate Team

LEWIS

C. BIDDISON

Kansas City Title & Trust Co.

ARTHUR

E. JOHNSON

Badger Lumber & Coal Co.
Independence, Mo.

RAY E. McCLARAN
Montgomery Ward & Company
Member Inter-Class Committee

MAURICE

HILLIARD

Real Estate Operator
Publicity Committee
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GREEN

H. G. HOWARD
Kansas City. Missouri

T. L. KOONTZ
Kansas City Gas Company
Publicity Committee

GLADYS

LEE

BARNES

Langworthy, Spencer & Terrell
Pandex
Debate

Committee

KnIT

H. E. DONOVAN
Federal Reserve Bank

c.

S. WHEELER
Kansas City, Missouri

R.

J.

HARTHILL

Kansas City. Missouri

JOHN

C. O'BRIEN

Kansas City Stock Yards Company
Class President, '25

LOUIS

WILLIAM

ROGERS

Victor Cement Co.
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STD:-JEY OLIVER

::.r ew

England National Bank

Entertainment Committee
<I' .-\ Ll

'~OD~LA.N L. HENRY
508 American Bank Building
Kansas City, Missouri
,[>

J.

_1 .1

SCHULTZ
Kansas City, Missour i

J.

WILLIAM

GIL WEE

Unity School
Inter-Class

Committee

L. C. DAVES
Kansas City, Missouri

SOL D. LEBRECHT
Live Stock Dealer
Law and Rules Committee

R. O. FOEGE
Employers Indemnity Corp.

ELMER

B. HODGES

Gray Advertising Company
Debate
Entertainment
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Committee

CHESTER

D. HOLMAN

Bond & MeN aughton,
Leavenworth,
Kansas
Publicity

Attorneys

Committee

"S<P

SAM M. TERBOVICH
Newlin Motor Company
Kansas

City,

Publicity

SARA

MOSS

The Larabee

Chairman

Flour

Publicity

MARGARET

and Rules

PAUL

J.

Mills

Corp.

Committee

MASON

The Larabee
Law

Kansas

Committee

Flour Mills Corp.
Committee

ENRIGHT

A. T. & S. F. Railway
Law and Rules

VIHCIL

Committee

PEPPEl~DINE

715 Minnesota Avenue
Kansas City, Kansas

GIBSON

LANGSDALE

3309 South Benton
Pandex

GORMAN
Kansas

__

] ..

Committee

McBRIDE
City, Missouri
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JACK SEIGLER
Kansas City, Missouri

C. G. GARRISON
Summers & Konomos

M. E. CROGAN
Kansas City, Missouri

ROLAN RAY WARMAN, JR.
Burrus & Burrus, Attorneys

R. W. GABRIEL
300 (iumble

Building

Publicity

SOPHIA ANN RILEY
511 Bellefontaine

Avenue

Entertainment Committee

ALLAN THURMAN SMITH
Kansas City Title & Trust Co.

J.

B. FERGUSON
Southwestern Mfg. Co., Inc.
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JOHN

H. SPITZENGEL

Wyandotte County Court House
Inter-Class Committee

J.

M. GOULD
217 West Lexington
Independence, Missouri

ROBERT

FUNKHOUSER

Standard Oil Company
Liberty, Missouri

WILLIAM

OLIVER

McMAHAN

Commercial National Bank
Kansas City, Kansas

"8'"
HAROLD

O. WAGGONER

U. S. Mail Service
" 8 '"

MISS

ZULA

CHASE

Manual Training High School

M. JEWELL

WILLIAMS

Gossett, Ellis, Dietrich & Tyler,
Attorneys-at-Law

MARGARET

S. EVANS

Herzfeld, Beach & Steeper, Attorneys-at-Law
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],AY T. STERLING
Board of Trade
Inter-Class

Committee

IV. M. )/[cADA)/[S
Missouri Abstract

& Guaranty

R. R. MILLER
E. L. Miller M fg", Co., Inc.
Inter-Class

Committee

CHAS. H. KA \"ANAUGH
1619 East Thirty-third Street

BURDETTE

B. IlOOT

Real Estate
711 Manhattan

Building

D. E. ASHELL
Kansas City, Missouri

IT. C. ATHERTON
The Pullman Company

A. B. YARRINGTON
Kansas City, Missouri
Member Entertainment
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Committee

Co.

T\. ~[EYERS

URBAK

Kreger

J.

Glass C0111f1<lny

H. MORRIS
Physical Education Director
H. C. Kumpf School

G. B. DONALDSON
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty

Co.

<1' A A

L BRIDGES

WILUAM
Revising

JOHN

Bureau

O. STAnKEY

Park

National

Bank

II·. B. MAGEE
Kansas City, Missouri

LiNDSAY

JACK

KIHKHA:v[

K. C. Horse & Mule Corum. Co.
J ndependeucc, Missouri
Sergeant-at-Arms, '25
Member Entertainment

GEORGE

Committee

T. SFnUlLL

Spruill Realty Company
Pandex

Committee
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L. F. STAATS
Kansas City, Mo.

~ \\

THY is it that r love you,
Illustrious guide of man?

'0/'0/

Why is it I revere you,
Respect you all I can?
Oh I Law, thou art the beaming light,
The torch of history,
The guide to truth and all that's right,
The gate to mystery.
Without thy helping, guiding hand,
Without thy stern restrain,
'Tis certain mankind would be lost,
Weary, sore, and maimed.
Thou art the foe of ignorance,
That leads to falsehood's lies.
And with a sense of justice
You only criticize.
I love thy righteous efforts
To seek knowledge and the truth,
And with thy information
Help the helpless straying youth,
Thy aim is always justice
Though some misquote thy word,
And if they understood you,
They'd love thy rustic sword.

[00 J

(' FRESHMEN
~~~~~~

(!Iass History
IT T

is hardly plausible to ask the history of the Freshman Class when that class has pracJl tically its entire history yet to make. But as custom is custom, we will endeavor to record
a few outstanding events in the course of the Freshman year of the Class of 1928.
On the evening of September 18 the unsuspecting Freshmen were rudely ushered into the
Kansas City School of Law by the upper classmen. We were then acquainted with the wonders
of Judge Johnson's stories, the upper classmeu succeeding in keeping things lively.
The next important event was October 13-the organization of the class and the election of
officers. The following were elected to the honors.
Mr. L. J. Bryan, president; Mr. W. E. Gregory, vice-president; Mrs. Gladys Miniace,
secretary; Mr. Thomas Fitzgerald, treasurer; Mr. C. A. Davis, Sergeant-at-arms.
Following this closely was the Freshman Part)' which was unquestionably a big success.
Spirits ran high and everyone had a corking time. Now that this was over the class settled
down for the home stretch and the final examination in Criminal Law, for Mr. jest, Mr.
Cope and Mr. Ragland has succeeded in throwing the fear of God into the all of us.
At the fourth meeting of the class the Constitution and By-Laws which had been drawn
up by Mr. Lee and his committee was adopted and vacancies in the offices of the class were
filled. Mr. Gregory became the president and Mr. Chas. Hipst was elected vice-president without a dissenting vote. Mr. Lee was chosen for the right honorable office of sergeant-at-arms.
This election made complete the roll of officers of the class, and it might not be out of place to
say that the Freshmen believe there could be no better selection made.
The Class of '28 is also proud of the fact that they were represented by three of their
number on the varsity debate squad. Mr. E. T. Donahue, Mr. VV.1<. Mabry, and Miss Frances
Turpin found marked favor with those selecting the debate teams to represent the school at large.
N ext on the calendar for the consideration of the Freshman Class was the selection of
their speakers for the Annual Washington Day's Banquet of the School. Those selected
for this honor were the two boy debaters of the class, W. R. Mabry and E. T. Donahue.
While the class was twice honor-ing the boys on the debate teams, they did not forget to repay
Miss Turpin for her loyal work for the class. Although not the choice of the entire school
Miss Turpin was the choice of the Freshman Class for Pandex Queen.
This brief history of the activities of the Freshman Class merely recalls a few of the high
lights of the year. But the Freshman History is so interlinked with all the activities of the
school that a detail account of almost each event spoken of in the above can be found elsewhere
in the- Pandex. So the Class of '28 prides itself in just this lack of a highly independent
history from the rest of the school for it is this lack of a lengthy history that is the strongest
of evidence that the Freshmen caught the spirit of the school from the beginning and cooperated
in the activities of the whole school.
Let' us say, in closing, that this class is in this school to make history and we feel that we
can even go so far as to promise that it is history they will make.

VV.Ed Gregory,
President

Chas. Hipst,
Vi-President

Mrs. Gladys Miniace, John "V. Lee,
Secretary
Sergeant-at-Arms
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Thos. F. Fitzgerald,
Treasurer

c.

H. JONES
330 Benton

\'EHNO:"r A. REESE
Independence,

Missouri

l..:DV/A R D nEILEY
305 Prospect A venue
Leavenworth, Kansas

lHAUNCEY

E. VANICE

New England National Bank

HARGAllET

A. HICKEY

509 Wirthman

1V1LrORD

Building

P. WALSH

Kansas City Railways Company

L. DE FEO

428 Walnut

Street

c. D. CHHlSTEY
Teacher, "Hudson School
Kansas City, Kansas
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n,

M. WILLIAMS
Cleveland

Freshman
<},

:\

WM.

Metal

Products

Company

Pandex Committee

.a.

J.

BECKER

Union

Station

GEO. C. SCHMALE
Kansas

City Water Department

] nspector

ROBERT

E. FlTZGEllALD

1917 Vinc

Street

IRA L. CHILDERS
Commerce

Trust

Company

Chairman Pandex Sales
ing Committee.

MARTHA
State

and Advertis-

P. CRENSHAW
Li fe Insurance

Company

H. L. BERRY
Kansas

City Li fe Insurance

Company

," A 6

EDWARD

J.

STONNER

\iVhite Eagle

Oil Company
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IRENE

MINNIS

WILLIAMS

3715 Bellefontaine Avenue

LESTER

ORR

Missouri Savings Bank

D. N. HALL
First National Bank

ALFREDO

J.

PASCUAL

F. E. Foster & Co.
President Filipino Kansas Citian Club

JOHN

W. CONNOR

Southland Feed & Milling Co.

ALBERT

L. PLUMMER

'White Eagle Oil Company

H. D. THOMAS
Edwards, Kramer & Edwards, Attys.

CHAS. R. NUZUM
Kansas State Grain Department
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ROY McN ALLY
Kansas City Terminal

CHAS.

Railway

Co.

B. PALMER

Montgomery

JESSE

\tVaI'd & Company

P. ROBERTS

Postal Inspection
Federal Building

MAlUE

Service

C. CANNON

Corn Products Refining Company
North Kansas City, Missouri

CHARLEY

HIPST

Kansas City Cap Manufacturing
Vice-President.

JOHN

WALTER

Co.

25

LEE

City Detective

NICHOLAS

J. NERO

Commerce Trust Company
Pandex

FRANK

Ball Committee, '25

E. REINHARDT

Bunting

Hardware

Company
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E.1'.

DONAHUE
Kce Lox Manufacturing

Company

Freshman Debate Team
Freshman Pandcx Committee
Class History Editor

RUTH ADAIR

ALEXANDER

Powell. Field & Wisdom,

Attorneys

R. N. P1CKET1'
333 Board of Trade Building
Deputy State Grain Inspector

liARRY

P. HEVEr~LY

jensen-Salsbery

Laboratories

U. S. Inspector

L L HARDY,

M.D.

Ford Motor Company

E. E. IvllCKELSON
Leavenworth,

ALSEBA

Kansas

B. MUNRO

City Counselor's

c.

S. [)EI'.~LD
426 S. Elmwood

r

(Hi

1

Office

GA ',"LAND W. LINHART
404 Railway Exchange
<P _\

Building

Ll.

DA vro S. COOPER
Monark Gasoline & Oil Co.

RA Y1\,rOND M. REESER
Central Coal & Coke Co.

L CRA1G

rllOMAS

Midland Flour Milling Company

A. L. KARSTETTEH.
K. C. Power & Light Company

STEPHEN

A. BILBY

Shcrwin- Williams Paint Company

PERRY

M. CORT!\ER

1125 Grand

GEORGE

Avenue

H. HAAS

neal Estate, 408 Blue Ridge

[ (;,

n

ALBERT

COPPAKEN

Faxon & Gallagher

Drug Company

H. W. GAW
Armour

HAnRY

& Company

P. KERSCHENBAUM

921 Admiral

Boulevard

E. B. WINKLER
Traffic

LOUIS

Manager

Stewart

Sand Co.

WAGNER

1132 Independence

Freshman

IIOWAIW

A venue

Debate Team

L. HOUSLEY

K. C. Telephone Co.

MRS. GLADYS

MINIACE

1222 Brooklyn Avenue
Freshman Class Secretary

w.

I~. MABRY
Grain

Marketing

Company

Washington Day Banquet Speaker
Captain Freshman Debating Team
Member Inter-College Debating Team
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A. G. LEMING
5210 East

Twenty-fourth

Street

E. L. NEMECHEK
2715 Oak Street

MABELLE

W. DILLON

6314 :McGee Street

VV. DALE

McFARLIN,

Hospital

HALPH

and Health

]R.
Board

]. ANDERSON

Water Department
Kansas

STUART

City, Missouri

E. BLACKBURN

4014 Bellefontaine Avenue

THOS.

F. FITZGERALD

Clerk

Judge

Austin's

Court

Treasurer Freshman Class

MAYNARD

M. SANDS

Standard Oil Company
Sugar Creek, Missouri
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p

•

OLlI'ER

L. SALTEr,

Missouri

CLADYS

Pacitic

R R. Co.

S. Hl/NTSI1\GER

Assistant Secretary
Loan Association

ALLYN

Kansas

Bldg. &

E, COX

T. H. Mastin & Company

r.

1V1LLAHD HAYNES
1241 Central Avenue
Kansas City, Kansas
Ll 8 'Ii

DEWEY

BHIGGS

1800 Olive Street

\VIvL A. ESRY
Perky Bros. Transfer & Storage Co.

r\. B. KINNEY

701 Ridge-Arcade

Building

JOHN L. UBRJ£I\
Kansas City Title & Trust Co.
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nVIAN

A. LAD

111 East Fortieth Street
<I>

~

j,

1IOI~ACE C. RUBEnT
Tunior
<],

Accountant

A j,

HERBERT

H. KNAPP

American Sash & Door Co.

JAMES

),L GILLPA TRICK

Ferguson & Simons Insurance CO.
<I' ..\ j,

HARVEY

CLARK

Kansas

CLYDE

City,

Missour-i

C. MUSTION

412 East Thirty-first

JOHN

Street

H. POL KEY

M.-K.-T. Railroad Co.

]. K. COOLIDGE
Packard Shoe Company
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ROSS F. JONES
2615 Chestnut

B. P. BANNER
Kansas City, 1\'10.

J.

D. MaRAK
Kansas City, Mo.

MISS

GLYKN

BOWDEN

Southwest Trust Co.

n. .T.

REESER

FRANK

E. BENEZETTE

K. C. Structural

R. E. WILLIAMS
Kansas City, 1\'10.

.lOS. ABRAMOWICTZ
Kansas City, Mo.
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Steel Co.

S. W. HOCKENSMITH
Celltra~ Oil Company

FHANCES TUHPIN
Luce Trunk Company
Inter-College Debates, '25

CHARLlE

V. BENANTI

2839 East 9th St.

J.

T.

GTLL

T. M. James & Sons China Co.

DOROTHY

MORRISSEY

City Hall
Member Freshman
<I> ~

Social Committee

Ll

HORACE

NICHOLSON

Retail Coal Business
<]",

A .Co

C. H. BRUCE

Kansas City, Mo.

OLIVER

J.

NEIBEL

Trust Depart., Commerce Trust Co.
Pandex Committee
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s

WALTEll

C. HUBER

Kansas City Southern

LEONARD

.-\. SMJTH

28th & Wyandotte

\I,II,lOK

Ry. Bldg.

Sts.

E. I,AMSEY

Bankers Savings & Loan Assn.
<I' . \ j,

HAROLD

N. "MO]{GAl\

Newbill, Shubert & Craves

I·. M. COLLINS
4450 Tracy A venue

l~rCHAI{D

I~. GI~EEXLEE

Farmers L'uion Jobbing Assn.
Chairman
Freshman

F1WEST

Social Committee
Class

P. C. MOSS

3123 Benton Blvd.

b:ENDRICK

CUSHING
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HE "1925 L'andex" is proud of its queen, and
rightly so. for did not Han. John B. Pew, her
chancellor, say of her that "she is not only a queen
by choice. but a queen by birth"?
Has she not held that
stately office in the most queenly manner and cloes she
not preside over her subjects in a dignified manner?
Long Live the Queen!

Miss Harris, '27, was the choice of the Student Body
for the honor, in competition with candidates fr0111 other
classes, and we know of 110 one who could have graced
the throne in a more becoming manner and more representative of the young ladies of the Kansas' City School
of Law. Do not understand us as saying, however,
that either of the other two candidates, Mrs. McKim,
'26, or Miss Turpin, '28, might not have performed as
ably, had either been the choice.
To Mrs. lVIeKim and Miss 'Turpin we must state
that we regret the necessity of choice, but that since
Miss Harris' election was the wilt of the majority, we
feel its choice was a good one and are proud of her.
We extend to the Class of '27, our hope that it will
fare as "Yellin the selection of a Queen for the "1926
Pande x."
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Phi Alpha CJJeltaLaw Fraternity
THOMAS

HART BENTON

BENTON

CHAPTER

CHAPTER

ROLL

CALL

F1c.....
cer-e-Red Carnation

Colors-Purple
Publication-The

HONOR
Benson
Washburn College
Benton.
. .. Kansas City School of Law
Blackstone ... Chicago Kent College of Law
Brewer..
. .. Stetson University
Calhoun
Campbell

ROLL
Jefferson.
Kent.
Knox
Lawson.

University of Virginia
University of l daho
University
of Arizona
University of Missouri
Liviugston
Columbia University
Lurton
Vanderbilt
University
Magruder
University of Illinois
McKinley
Ohio State University
Mcfceyuolds .. Luiversitv of Tennessee
Marshall ..... University
of Chicago
Mitchell.
.. University of Minnesota
Morgan.
. University of Alabama
Ranallo
New York University
Reses .
.
University of Nebraska
Ross
University of South California
Ruffin
University of North California
F1van.
University of Wisconsin
5=taple:;
Washington and Lee
University
Storv
De Paul University
Taft.
.
Georgetown L'niver sity
Temple.
Uuiversitv of California
Webster.
Chicago La\\" School

Yale University
University
of Michigan

Capell.
.. .lllincis Wesleyan University
Chase..
.University of Cincinnati
Champ Clark. Washington "University
Clay

University

of Kentucky

Cole.
Corliss.
Dunbar.

. .. Drake University
' .. University of North Dakota
University of Washington
Fuller.
. ... Northwestern University Law
School
Green,
University of Kansas
Gunter
University of Colorado
Hammond
University of 10\Va
Harlan.
.University of Oklahoma
Hay.
.
Western
Reserve
University
Holmes
Stanford University
Hughes.
.. Denver University
John Jay ..... George WashingtonlllliversilY
Hon. Waller VV. Graves
Hon. Thomas J. Seehorn
HOIl. james M. Johnson

and Gold

Phi Alpha Delta Quarterly

HONORARY
1-rEMBEI~S
Hon. Oliver H. Dean
Cen. Hanson E. Ely

Sanford B. Ladcl
Hon. Ewing C. Bland

Hen.

John B. Pew

[-<"nATR"tS 1 N F.ACULTATE
Ludwick Graves
Samuel O. Hargus

Edmund .vI. Fields
Thos. \\1". Costollow

Saunders, H. S., J ustice
Hoth, E. L., Vice-Justice

OFFICERS
1924-25
Rittman.
C. R .. Treasurer
Gore, G. L., Clerk

Dillenbcrger, W. K., Marshal
Barr-ett. George, House Manager

[ohn B. Gage

Beedle. Geo. S.
Bomar, T. J.
Barnett, C. B.
Berry. l-l. L.
Brown, B. B.
Barrett, K. R
Clevenger, D. R.
Cashman, William
Coulter, Donald
Cunningham. H. C.
Calhoun, J. R.
Calhoun, \·V. L.
Darby. A. L.

ACTIVE
Dillenberger , »: K.
De Maria, Jasper
Donaldson, G. B.
Cile, C. O.
Gun», R. W.
Gore, G. L.
Hoth, E. L.
Holmlund, R. P.
Knight, ]. R.
Linde, C. J.
Linhart, Gaylord
Moore, R. C.
Massey, A. R.

Cushing. .v. K.
Gillpatrick, J. \\T.
Greenlea. Richard
Gugel, w. \V.

Knapp, H. H.
Kier, A. J.
Hipst. Charles
Cr-igsby. Fenton

MEMBERS
Paynter, C. A.
Oliver, Sidney
Rising, D. B.
Rubert. H. C.
Redmond,
E.
Henry, R. L.
Rittman, C. l~.
Rule, Joseph
Saunders, H. S.
Schick, U. A.
Shay, W. M.
Skinner, H. A.
Skinner, R. G.

.r.

Smith, C. O.
Smith, L. W.
Swarner, E. B.
Townley. C. V.
Thurmond, A. H.
Van Valkcnburgh. R. C.
Vardeman, P. E.
·White, »: }.
Wade, Frank
Williams. R. Yr.

PLEDGES
Neibcl.

O. ].

Nicholson. H. L.
Ramsey, :M. E.
~lril1cr, R. R.
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Nero, N . .l.
Moran. J. D.

Phi Alpha C[)eItaLaw Fraternity
THOMAS HART BENTON CHAPTER

A. NOTJ-JER

successful year has passed for the Kansas School of Law. \Ale
take pleasure in extending to the various lecturers and instructors of the
school our hearty thanks for the co-operation which has been received. We
wish to express to the Kansas City School of Law that it is OUf aim always to uplift
the spirit of the school and create a higher standard for the profession.
The last
year, without question. has been the best ancI biggest year that Benton Chapter has
ever known. The co-operation which has been received by the different members
has been one of the secrets of our success. \\'e also attribute a great part of our
success to the management of OUf Fraternity House, which is under the efficient
supervision of Brother George Barrett, who has worked tirelessly to the end that
each House member might have all the COl11 forts of home and has conducted
affairs so that al1 members could comfortably entertain their friends.

fi

The Fraternity
has, in the past year, accomplished much. One of the big
things which has been accomplished is the organization and publication of the
monthly paper. the "BOVINE
SCOO P." Aside Irom the subscriptions furnished
each active member, there are seventy-five subscribers among the Alumni. We
take great pleasure in making honorable mention of the names of E. L. Hath,
Editor, and H. J. Skinner, Business Manager. as being the two who caused the
"Scoop" to be such a big hit. In addition to this we have purchased a new Mason
& Hamlin Grand Piano, which is handled with all skill by Brother Schick, the

"Paderewski" of PHI ALPHA DELTA.
To the victor belongs the spoils, and to the leader of the victorious goes the
justly earned praise. Our Justice during this school year has been the one whose
cool head has kept the gang pulling together and he has kept us in a position to
make the most of any and all advantages that ha ve come our way. Harry Saunders
will long be remembered by the I'. A. D.'s as a great leader and.one of their best
and most beloved Justices.
'ATe do not care to boast of our financial affairs, but we state, with
modesty, that our financial condition is better, at the present time. than it ever
been. This we attribute to the successful handling of our financial affairs by
very esteemed Brother and efficient Secretary-Treasurer.
C. R. Rittman. and
cooperation of our many members.

due
has
our
the

The social affairs of the Fraternity,
as well as business affairs. have never,
in the history of Benton Chapter, been surpassed.
Our first social affair since
the publication of the last Pandex was the inaugural ball held at the Fraternity
House on 1\IJay 2. 'This affair was attended by the acti ve Chapter and their many
friends. The inaugural ceremony was "ery impressive, each officer receiving his
obligation from our former Iustice. F. M. Roberts. whose eloquence only added
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more color to the impressiveness of the occasion. _\fter the ceremony the many
members and guests enjoyed a very happy evening to the strains of a very good
orchestra.
The second event was the Graduation hall held at the l\leaclow Lake Country
Club on June 13, in honor of those active members who had finished the longest
four years of study ever given by the Kansas City School of l .aw. The presentation of Alumnus l.evs to the outgoing officers was one of the many features of
this occasion.
The third CYCnt was a smoker given at the Fraternity J louse on October 3.
and all members and friends reported the most successful smoker ever given at
the Fraternity
House.
The Club Rooms were decorated with the Fraternity
colors of purple and gold, with large boquets of red carnations.
Our fourth event was the Halloween Ball l-eld at the "Garret" on October
31. A description of the many costumes would fill volumes but we must admit
the prize given to E. L. "Red" Hoth for the best costume was ably awarded by
the Judges, hilt those who know "1<eJ" know that he would take allY prize without
costume, regardless of the occasion.
Our fifth occasion was a "never-to-be-forgotten"
Kew Year's Eve dance.
held at the .I\larquette Club. Three hundred fifty couples tripped the light Iantast!c
until the Marks Orchestra played "Horne. Sweet Horne' at 2 o'clock in the
morning.
Our last event was a big smoker. held Murch 7. at the Coates House.
The
attendance recorded four hundred and all of the Kansas City "Four Hundred"
admitted that a dollar buys a lot of entertainment at a P. A. D. Smoker.
Aside from social events there were held four initiations: the first was held
May 16. and those that walked the hot sands were; Morr-is Dwyer. I-I. J. Skinner.
Belmont Rising, B. B. Brown, Sidney Oliver. A. H. 'Thurmond and J. R. and
y"r. L. Calhoun, "The Gold Dust Twins." The second initiation was held September 19, the unfortunates
(at that time) being: A. R. Massey, R. W. Gunn
and Glenn B. Donaldson. The third initiation was held on November ]4. Those
participating
in the "rough ride" were R. M. Williams and R. L. Henry. The
fourth and last initiation was held January 30, wherein the following were made
members: H. L. Berry, Roy G. Skinner. Horace G. Rubert and Gaylord Linhart.
The Fraternity congratulates itself in obtaining al1 of the above high class gentlemen as members.
We feel that the outlook for Benton Chapter Phi Alpha Delta for 1925 and
1926 is better than ever before and hope that continued success will attend the
Fraternity and its members, as well as wishing continued success to the Kansas
City School of Law.
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House :Members 1\QIl

(Reading

Top Row-Moore,

Rittman,

Mitchell,

from

Williams,

left

to right)

Whittakcr,Masscy,

Ramscv,

J.

1<. Calhoun,

Nicholson
fiOI/Ol1l

Row-Haley,

Schick, Gunn, Berry,

Knight,

Barrett,

Gilpatrick,

\,V. L

Calhoun

Active ehapter and Pledges

(Reading
To!, Now--Dillcnbcrger,
Ramsey,
.l/idri/c

Nmt'-Beedle,

Hath.

Swarner,

Cunn, Henry,
Bot/mil

N01c'-Donaldsoll,

Linde,

Cushing,

R

from left to right)

Moore.

Nicholson.
Vardeman.

Coulter,

Knight.

Rule.

De Mar-ia.

William!>,

Paynter,

Gore,

'v\!. L. Calhoun,

.I.

Schick

13. Brown.

Massey.

Saunders

Rittman.

Linhart.

Wade,

Herrv.

Cilpatrick

I{. Calhoun.

A Few Intimate Glimpses
.,..J.IIY SUI/day

6 :00 a. m.-Schick
comes 111. Goes to bed.
7:00a.111.-.I.
Forbes Haley comes in. Is put to bed.
7 :10 a. 111.-Han~ and Fritz get up. Arouse other brothers with cries of news oi
defeat of various athletic favorites. gleaned from the chronicles of
print.
S:OO a. n1.-"i\lother"
Barrett gathers in "her" brood for breakfast.
9 :00 a. 111.-":\ Iother" Barrett routs out" Brother Schick.
10 :00;t. lll.-First
game scheduled in front yard,
:\ruch protest from brothers
who want to sun themselves In the near proximity.
11 :00 a. m.-.,..\ll the brothers troop to church.
II :00 to 12 :30-1 linner.

UUR JCSTICE

HARRY

S. SAUNDERS

1 :00 p. m,~Dinner
over.
I :30 p. m.-Brother
Moore comes in from golf very hungry and requests service.
which is NOT given.
it-other Moore takes the refusal very good
naturedly.
2 :00 p.m.-Brother
Moore raids ice box,
2 :00 to 7 :00 p. m.-An
interim of time which is held sacred by the brothers.
7 :10 p. m,-T\1assey.
Ramsey. Nicholson. Vloore and Taylor scramble for telephone to secure 8 o'clock elates.
8:15 p.l11.-Hamsey,
Nicholson, Moore and 'Taylor leave for elates. Brother
Massey studies.
11 :00 p. m.c.-Xicho.son and Taylor arrive for bed.
12 :00 to 2 :30 a. m.-J\tloore and Ramsey come in.
3 :00 a. lll.-'snores
and various other S(lllOrOUSnoises.
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Kappa CJ3etaPi Legal Sorori ty
THETA

F:

(J\VER-1'

cllmv

Ol'EN

CHAPTER

Nose

Cor.oHs-B1IIC

"There is a

),]0'1'1'0:

'i,'nlI/OIl

CHAPTER
AI pllG .
Bela .
C 01111110

Delta.
E/'silon
7:l'Ia

.
.

Ela . .
TI,ela.
.
J ala.
Kappa
.
Linnbd a
Jli! If
Nil
v·I

fL

o

111

icron

Pi
RIIO .
Sirnna
Talt

U psiton
Psi.
O'/ll,cqa .
Alpha Alpha.
Alpha Bela.
Al ptia Crnnnui
Alpha Delta.
Alpha J?psiloll
A If!11G 7. eta .
Alpila Fta .
Altho Theta .

.

.

.

...

lit tile bend

and

Gold

things."

ROLL

Chicago-Kent College of Law
· Xorthwestern
University
. De Paul University
. University of Chicago
\rashington College of Law
lohn Marshall Law School
·
. University of Texas
Kansas City Scl{ool of Law
. University of California
Yale Law School
· University of Detroit
. Detroit College of Law
George \Vashington University
· Michigan 'University
National University
Washington University
. University of Iowa
. . Corne11 University
Boston University
Syracuse University
University of Wisconsin
C niversitv of Southern Cali f ornia
John Marshall Scl;ool of Law (Cleveland)
· 1..1ni versity 0 I 1\.1 innesota
Southwestern University
University of Buffalo
. Ch icago Law School
· Marquette University
· Hastings Col1ege of Law
Loyola University (Loyola)

OFFICERS
OF THETA
Margaret De\iVitt .
J. Louise Law. .
Ann Hooley.
Mary J. Ryan.
L. Elizabeth Watson
Gladys Lee Barnes
Ruby Campbell
Margaret Clements
Margaret De w:«
\1argaret Evans
Harriet P. Kirby
T. Louise Law
Loretta IVIcDonnell
l\'T ary ?vI:cDonneli

of nil great

CHAPTER

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Faye Helene McKim
Annette Moore
Mary O'Reilly
Bess Pope George
Irene Canterbury Page
Ann Hooley
Mary .T. Ryan
Lucy Carroll
Lena Ruddy Smithson
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Dean
Associate Dean
· Registrar
Chancellor
· . Marshal
Frances E. Sublette
Nellie Scyster Webb
Marie Jensen Wol fley
Ida M. Woodward
Gertrude Williams
Ruth Patton
Leonore Simpson
J_. Elizabeth Watson
Louise Schutte Pirnie

Gladvs Barnes
Ruby R. Campbell
Mildred Connor
Frances Sublette

Anne Hooley
Ida Woodward
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Mary J. Ryan
J. Louise Law
Margaret Evans
Fay Helene McKim

Kappa c.Beta Pi Legal Sorority

K
,

'\~"'·\Het:l
Ilj Legal SorOl:ity was org-allize(~in
~he year 1908 at t1~eChicago
Kent College of Law. On January 2, ll)]/. 111ne years later. with only a
few Chapters

School of

J

then existing.

.aw. There were only four Charter

Simpson and Annette
The selection
Kappa

Theta Chapter was installed at our Kansas

of her open motto

was an act truly

Beta Pi. the oldest legal sorority

in the world.

far-flung

cry from that clay to the present.

bank examiner,
counsel,

of the juvenile
an honorary

typical of the spirit of
Into these words. "There

the first women law students

wisdom. confidence in all womankind.

her sisters-judges

two of whom. Leonore

Moore of the Class of '17. are still active.

is a woman at the head of all great things,"
courage.

members.

and the glory of pioneers.

when Kappa

and State courts,

attorneys,

has come down through

to be an inspiration and an incentive to great attainments
from Yale to Cali fornia LJ,
Each year has seen a rapid growth
active members,

corporation

the changing years

[or eyery Kappa Beta Pi

in the membership

'This number

Mar-y

J.

J.

Ryan.

'26, and Margaret

Evans,

Louise Law, '26, can claim the distinction

Pandex
tribute

Staff

this year.

Faye Helene

of our local Chapter,
until now

includes the ten girls now in
not only higher

:27, are their

ambitions

for

Class Secretaries.

of being the only young lady on the

McKim

is constantly

called upon to con-

her vocal talent at the School's various social events, her last contribution

being at the Washington

Day Banquet.

Class of '26 but is graduating
Examination

in February,

Ruby Campbell

with the Class of '25,

19z.:;, and has been admitted

Barnes. '27. was a \iVashington Day Banquet Speaker.
Connor

among

a national

a bond uniting each girl closer to those of similar ideals and ambitions,
school. who have had no small part in boosting
women, but (or their school and classes as well.

poured
It is a

Beta Pi numbers

district

dean of a law college, and a junior

Yet the spirit of the founders

we have twenty-five

City

of the Class of '25 arc Honor

the prizes offered

by the different

were chosen as Maids of Honor
Ball.

students,

classes.
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school with the
the State Bar-

to practice.

Gladys Lee

Anne Hooley and Mildred

having been awarded

Frances

to represent

entered

She passed

Sublette

several of

and Ida Woodward

their class at the Annual

Pandex

1!1onornrp ~ell1berli
Henr.\" L. jost

John L \Vil1iamson

�emberli

Hardin

B. Manard

of the jfncuItp

Homer A. Cope

Patrick Carr

:tletibe Jhlrotberli in ~l1pber ~el1ale
Robt. J. Benson
Walter 1. Biddle
Russell T. Buyle
Everett T. Broaddus
Allan R. Browne'
Cecil B. Browne
John J. Burke
Howard ·P. Cameron
Graham G. Campbell
Dan J. Campbelle
Sumner ::Vr.Case
Harry E. Clark
Joseph A. Cressler
La wrence Cunningham
Louis H. Dengel

William Dickert
Godfrey C. Downey
August H. Fester
Kenneth 1. Fligg
Will Ed. Gregory
Walter H. I-Iarris
William J. Hayes
George T. Hinde
Joseph Hogan
Chester D. Holman
Julius L. Johnson
George J Kumpf
Bert H. Loop
Jas. F. McCaffrey
William O. Me Mahan
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Joseph V .. Matousek
Harry F. Murphy
Wilton L. Nash
Robert G. )J elson
Roland R. Olson
C. Herb Owens
Lloyd G. Poole
Howard C. Robertson
Harry O. Smith
Mur-ray Stiles
Joseph R. Stewart
Frank S. Tr'evill yan
Harold O. Waggoner

�n1!~~t
:S¢natc11

9 9

e

22-

45
JA5.

f. MCCAFFREY

JOSEPHA CRESSLER

Vi cc- Dearv

Dean

, GRAHAMG.CAMPBE~L

Clark of Rolls

HOWARD

P.

CAMERON

Bailiff

C. HERe..OWENS
Clerk of Exd\<U!.ucer

AL~AI\l

R. BROWNE:

Tribul:'e
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JULIUS

JOHNSON

Master of Ritual

HARIi-Y

a. .5MIT

Editor of Groot!.9WJ
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Senate
Ranney .
Wigmore
Holmes
Cooley
Finch.
Warvelle
Harlan
Mitchell
Day
Kent.
Lur ton

Douglas
Christiancy
Ramsey .
Marshall
Von Moschaiskcr
\i\1hite

J ef

f er son

Field.
Fuller
Bryan
Benton
Deady
Chase
Wayne
Dwight
\i\1ebstcr .
Snyder
John Adams
Pitney
Howat
Hosmer
Gibson
Brewer
vVilson
Sam Houston
1vIcKinley
Lee
Cole
Williams
Eschwciler
Dillon
Howell .E. Jackson
Bliss .
Alexander Hamilton
Taney
Maxwell
Root .
Keeble
McEnerney
Bakewell
Story .
Hohfeld
Vorhees
Battle

Cl\Q1I

Cleveland Law School
Northwestern
University
Dickinson University .
Detroit College of Law
Cornell Univer-sity
"
De Paul University
University
of South Dakota
University of Minnesota
Western Reserve University
New York Law School ..
Chattanoog-a College of Law .
John Marshall Law School.
University
of Michigan.
St. Paul College of Law.
Ohio Northern University
University
of Pennsylvania
Georgetown University
Richmond College .
University of Southern California.
Fordham University
.
Creighton University
Washington University
University of Oregon .
Ohio State University
Atlanta Law School.
Columbia University
Webster College of Law.
Kansas City School of Law
Boston University
New J ersey La \V School
University
of Utah.
University of Detroit.
University of Pittsburgh
University of Kansas
George Washington
.
University of Texas.
John Marshall School of Law
University of Virginia
.
Drake University
.
Northwestern College of Law
Marquette University
.
State University of Iowa.
University of Memphis Law School
University of Missouri
Brooklyn Law School
University of Maryland.
University of Nebraska
Leland Stanford University
Vanderbilt University
University of California
St. Louis University.
University of Washington
Vale University
University of Indianapolis
University of North Carolina
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Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago, Ill.
Carlisle, Fa.
Detroit, Mich.
Ithica, N. Y.
eh icago, 111.
Vermillion, S. D.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Cleveland, Ohio
New York, N. Y.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
· Chicago, Ill.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
· St. Paul, Minn.
. Ada, Ohio
Haddonfield, N. J.
Washington, D. C.
Richmond, Va.
Los Angeles, Cal.
New York, N. Y.
Omaha, Neb.
St. Louis, Mo.
. Eugene, Ore.
Columbus, Ohio
· Atlanta, Ga.
· New York City
· Chicago, Ill.
Kansas City, Mo.
Boston, Mass.
· Elizabeth, N. J.
Salt Lake City, Utah
· Detroit, Mich.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
. Lawrence, Kans.
\Vashington, D. C.
· Austin, Texas
Cleveland, Ohio
University, Va.
Des Moines, Iowa
· Portland, Ore.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Iowa City, Iowa
Memphis, T enn.
Columbia, Ma.
. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Baltimore, Md.
Lincoln, Neb.
Palo Alto, Cal.
N ashville, Tenn.
. Berkeley, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.
Seattle, Wash.
New Haven, Conn.
Indianapolis, Ind.
. Chapel H;II, N, C.

Why
Snyder

Snyder Senate

Senate

of the Delta Theta

ternity, was founded October,
School of Law,

Phi, Law Fra-

1908, at the Kansas City

for the purpose

of uniting

fraternal

which union was designed

to better

the interest of its members and to perpetuate

and fur-

congenial students.

ther the ideals

011

which the school itsel f was founded.

Snyder Senate. due to the perseverance

and spirit of

its early members. has succeeded thus far in accomplishing its purpose. and we as active members may well be
proud that we are in a position

to carryon

of our alumni. and to that end it is

OUf

the work

purpose

and

desire to cooperate to the fullest extent with the faculty
and

student

scholarship,
profession

body

in general.

to strengthen

in promoting

higher

in general the morale of the

and last but not. least to stimulate

spirit.
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school

Passing
·(Tennyson

the CJ3ar

wept oyer this one-not

from jealousy]

By Ross F. J olles. Class of [928
Sunset and aching brow,
And one clear call £01' me,
To grab a bite-I know not how,
And get to Equity.
For such an empty stomach seems asleep.
So full of coke and foam.
Tuition now cuts down too deep.
Another letter home.
Twilight: he's quizzing now,
Oh, Gawel, the 1'00111 grows clark.
I mop the sweat from off 111)' brow.
He writes a zero mark.
For tho' from out this hunger. grief and swell.
My dreams shall take me far,
I'll sure make someone pay like 'ell
When I have passed the bar.

Pandex Ball
GENERAL

J.

W. K. DTLLENBERGER
General Chairman

Undoubtedly

L. JOHNSON
Vice-Chair/lion

the "1925 Pandex

events that has ever been attempted,
standpoint

of real "honest

COMMITTEE

H. E. FINCH
Vicc-Choirinon

Ball" was one of the most successful
both from a financial standpoint

to' goodness"

enjoyment,

Everyone

party was well pleased, and without exception each expressed
the best time in years,
goes a great

To the General Committee

deal of credit.

have set a precedent

'These boys worked

social

and from a

who attended

the

himself as having had

and the Class Committeemen
mighty hard, and we feel they

which will be hard to defeat.

CLASS CO:Y1MlTTEC CHA1RMEK

Elmer Kienkcr, '26

Ceo. S, Beedle, '27

Ira Childers,'28

[" ]

N icholas Nero, '28

Ceruld I.. Core. lidito!

\\'111.

Gugel,

f-llisillCSS

.1lfal1dfJI>r.

~sume
"

Here's THE BUG].;:, and we hope ynl1 are as satisfied with it as we are, The
fact that it is not perfect is one of which we are well aware. hut to err is human.
and we do not profess to be superhuman.
The thing of wh.ch we are 1110St proud
is the record we have established. Five hundred books were sold. The total cost
is not less than 'Two Thousand Dollars.
No staff, heretofore. has eyer attempted
spending that much. Our advertisers have assisted us to the extent of Five Hundred Dollars.
Vlie were fortunate, indeed. to, have the co-operation of a few real
workers in this department. There are Three J lundred Seventy Student Pictures
in this edition. The previous record was established by the class of '25 with Three
Hundred Twenty pictures. All in all. we are satisfied. \lve feel we have clone
well. and hope that you agree with us.

TH E STAfF.
CLA::;S CO~IMJTTElo

M. R. Williams.

'28

.I.

Earl

Tho111<lS, '27

CHAIRMU'\

H. E. James,

'25

Ira

1<', Childers,

'28

73he Staff

Ias. F. \Valsh
L. R. Hanks
Harry O. Smith
S. M. Case

\\1. L. Calhoun
Ias. F. McCaffrey
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J, Louise Law
Hoy E. Claunch
R. C. Van Valkcnburgh
J. L. Johnson

"A Fool cr5hereWas"
A fool there was
Anel he made a prayer,
Even as you and I;
He prayed

for the day

When his studies would end
And his Alma Mater
Would hopefully

send

Him into the world
1-1 is knowledge

to vend

Even as you and 1.

A fool there was
For he did not try,
To think of the friendship
That money can't buy
That he had enjoyed
With you and I.

But a time will come
When he will repent
When he learns what the
Friendship

really meant,

And a dream of those college
Days well spent
Even as you and I.

-Mabelle
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W. Dillon. 'Z!;.

Inter~eollegiate Vebaters

W. R. Mabry, '28
Joseph .R. Knight, '26
E. 1'. Donahue, '28

Arthur B. Taylor, '25
D. O. Houtz, '26
\,V111. O. McMahan,
'27
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K. I. n;gg, '25
Miss Francis Turpin, '28
Elmer O. Hodges, '27

Forensics

T

HE Kansas City School of Law expresses through the medium of the Pandex
its appreciation for possibly the most brilliant debate season in the history of
the School. In general this appreciation is directed to the student body as a
whole for their loyal support and in particular to the faculty debating committee
[or sponsoring so unreservedly all of our activities and the teams for the dignified
position in which they placed debating and for truly being representatives
of our
school. The policy of this school has always been to let the teams coach themselves
as much as possible but the guiding force of Professor V. E. Philips and the
Honorable John 13. flew has been indispensable to this years success.
The official Pi Kappa
this year was:

Delta subject,

which the Law School always debates.

'\
I

Resolved, that Congress should be empowered to override by a two-thirds vote
decisions of the Supreme Court declaring congressional action unconstitutional.
It is apparent that this question involves a change in the fundamental law of
the land. It is, therefore, fitting that such a question should be discussed pro and
can by those aspiring to the great profession of the law.
Let I1S now take a resume of the season itself.
The season opened on the
night of December 22, with a dual debate with the Junior College of Kansas City.
Missour-i. The personnel of the affirmative team of the Law School was E. T.
Donahue. James D. Reeves and W. R. Mabry.
ML Ralph Ellis, ML H. H.
Kennedy, and Mr. Sam B. Sebree, acted as judges and favored the Junior College
team with a 3 to 0 decision.
While the negative team of Junior College was
carrying away the honors of this contest the affirmative team of Junior College
was receiving a 2 to 1 decision against the negative team of the Law School. The
personnel of our team was Kenneth 1. Fligg, Arthur B. Taylor and Joseph R.
Knight.
The judges of this debate were Dr. Harry C. Rogers and Leslie J.
Lyons.
Although the season started with two defeats the teams were not discouraged.
'They only looked forward to the opportunity to show the student body and all
those interested in them that they could win the good will of a judge.
This
opportunity soon came with a dual debate with one of the school's oldest rivals in
debate, the .William Jewell College of Liberty, Missouri.
The first one of the
contests with Jewell was held all the j ewell campus the night of January 29, with
E. 1'. Donahue, \1I.l. R. Mabr-y, and James D. Reeves fighting {or the honors for
the Law School. Spirit and interest was added to the contest by the fact that one
of the Law School debaters. E. T. Donahue, was a regular on the Jewell varsity
team the year before.
Rev. R. E. Dawson of Kansas City acted as judge and,
though favoring the negative with the decision, sent back the word that it was one
of the closest contests of its kind he had ever heard. But this was a hard one to
lose. The lawyers planned revenge.
So the following night the negative team of

[
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this school sent the preachers from Liberty back home with heads down. Those
who won the honors for our school on this occasion were Dudley V\T. Houtz, );..rthm
B. Taylor and Kenneth 1. Fligg. Mr. L. W. Hall of Kansas Cit)'. acted as judge.
Both of these contests were so well balanced that the decisions could have IK'PrI
turned around and have been just as logical.

\
I

The tide had turned.
The teams had by this time fairly well mastered their
subject and were showing real evidence of united efforts.
A taste of victory
brought much spirit and fight into the teams and the one cry seemed to be, "Who
next?"
By the time the calendar read Friday. February
13. the negative team
of the Law School was ready to battle the first contest of a dual debate with the
Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia.
E. T. Donahue, Miss Frances Turpin
and Elmer B. Hodges were selected to defend the case of the Law School and
found marked favor in the opinion of Mr. Purd B. \IVright, single expert judge
on that occasion. Another victor-y.
But the teachers of Emporia had a chance to "come back" the following night.
each school having reverse sicles to the night before.
NIr. Philips then gathered
together his army of orators and invaded the home town of William Allen White.
There was a grim determination prevalent to make the contests with this school
a double victor)'.
W. O. McMahan. W. R. Mabry and James D. Reeves held
high the reputation of our school and. we might say, forced the Rev. J. B. Todd.
of Emporia, single judge, to give them the honors of the evening.
Those who
accompanied the team on their winning tour were Professor V. E. Philips. faculty
debate coach, and E. T. Donahue, one of the regulars on the squad.
But our boys were destined to one more defeat.
On March 6 the affirmative
Law School team, E. '1'. Donahue, \"AI. R. Mabry and James D. Reeves. met
the negative team of Park College, of Parkville, Missouri, in perhaps the most
spirited contest of the year. The boys fought as they had never fought before
because they wanted to "square up" for the defeat of the previous year.
But,
Alas! Professor
C. G. Hibbs, single fudge, found it in his heart to favor the
negative, and again we were forced to bow our heads to preachers.
But the season must not close with a clefeat. One more debate and the story
wil! be told. The College of Emporia came to Kansas City on the night of March
20, but only to be sent back home with a defeat at the hands of our negative team
made up of Kenneth 1. Fligg. A. B. Taylor and D. W. Houtz.
Thus the season
ended with a victory and the final score was [our defeats and [our victories.

In closing, let us say just a word about debate in general.
\Ve are often
prone to look upon these contests as for decisions only. But this is a false conception of its elevated purpose.
Debate is designed to promote intellectual development and the power of clear thinking, to acquaint the individual debaters and the
student body better with some of the great questions confronting civilization today.
Let us remember that debate is not oratory, not beauti ful rhetorical phrases nor
clever gestures but rather the accumulation of relative facts with logical deductions drawn therefrom.
Let us elevate debate to the Art of Persuasion, beautiful
and just.
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a student of the law. it is interesting

science. its growth

economic-which

and development.

the Law

to contemplate

the philosophy

and the inAuences-political,

have shaped its course throughout

of the

social and

the centuries.

The trend of current thought, and the desire of mankind to travel ever onward
and upward, can be followed by a study of the constitutions,
judicial opinions of years gone by.
Law will be found in volumes of reported

the laws and the

cases, digest and encyclopedias,

in textbooks by writers learned in the law-shelf

and

upon shelf of books.

But the books in themselves are of little value to

115,

considering

their physical

makeup, their bindings, the printed pages; it is what they contain, and their relation
to human controversies,
courts,

that concerns

and their power to set in motion the machinery

the lawyer.

And so we consider
opinions

in the books?

celebrated
souri

what heritage
What

principles which they enunciated
affairs of men.

no more.

we have in the law.
of men were they?

College case, Coggs v. Bernard,

are still exercising

of the past have vanished

our ancestors

which protects

Who

our liberties

a potent

the

of such
the Mis-

this life, yet the
influence

upon the

from the earth, and we see them
a heritage

of priceless

value.

is the price of untold hardships

who fought and died that it should be preserved.

of

Legislatures,

of which have long since gone into dust, have enacted

which govern us today.

wrote

The writers

may have long since departed

Yet they have left to us, their posterity,

The Constitution
members

manner

opinions as the Darthmouth

]VIuJe case, and others,

The generations

of our

salutary

the
laws

Judges of by-gone days have left us their opinions which

guide the courts of the present.
And so there is left with us a heritage
preserve,
There

improve as conditions

should be a respect

change, and, in turn, pass it on to our posterity.

(or law.

It is a product

continue as long as human society exists.
men.

in the law, which it is our duty to
of the centuries,

It shapes and influences

It is the means whereby justice is attained.

1

the affairs

Let us guard it well.
-E.
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and will

j. F., '25.

of

elegy tn a eity Law School
BY JAiI'rES HOY C.-\LHOUN

\iVRITT£N

seven

IN VARIOUS

(\Vith t ho usual auoioctes to Tom Gray,
years to complete
this version.)

but

PLACES

wf th the a.dde.ncturnthat

Armour's curfew moans the knell of lecture time,
The Glo-coed sheik hies swiftly towards the door,
The leaving ones o'er the students climb,
And leave the room, methinks, to twenty four.
Now fades a meld}' necktie on the sight,
And all the air a solemn stillness holds,
Save where the speaker wheels his droning flight.
And drowsy mumurs lull the sleepy souls.
Save that from yon noisy Freshman castle
The moping Gage cloth to the herd declaim.
Or Ludwick Graves with "Torts" doth wrestle
And add to Lee's and Griffin's fame.
Upon those rugged walls, that old school's pride,
Where bangs each one in many a rnouldering heap,
Each in his class group's frame forever to abide,
The ancient graduates of the law school peep.
The breezy call of Twelfth Street's thronging crowd,
The newsboy chattering from his Tenth Street nook,
The cop's shrill clarion, or the hubbub loud,
No more shall rouse them from their statute book.
Their thoughts no more Convention Hall shall steal
Or costly shows their presence lure;
No Sandwich Shop shall serve their evening meal,
Or Kiv-o-vich their dimes secure.
Oft did their fellows at their answers roar,
Their furrowed brows the stubborn thoughts enhance;
How jocund did they seem with lecture o'er!
How bow'd the girls beneath their steady glance!
Let not John Marshall mock their useless toil,
Their wrong replies, and thoughts obscure;
Nor Blackstone hear with a disdainful smile
The fame that sheik and flapper will secure.
The boast of Wilson, the pride of Hughes,
And all that Adams, all that hoped "T. R.",
Did wait alike the pithy newsThat Johnny Doe had passed the bar.
Nor you, ye learned, impute to these the
If Memory o'er their brain no trophies
Wher-e through the long-drawn quiz and
The snoring chorus swells the note of
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blame
raise,
lecture tame
bass.

it did

not require

Can Johnson's jokes or Leacy's shr-iek
Hack to the listless call the fleeting joy?
Can Rag-land's ire provoke the wayward sheik.
Or Phillips aid the dull and hopeless boy?
Perhaps in this celestial spot is had
Some Kent, S0011 pregnant with some legal fire;
Judge, that to our code and law may acid,
Or e'en to Congress soon aspire.
But Knowledge to their eyes her ump!c page,
Rich with the spoils of time did ne'er uuroll ;
Corn liquor repress'd their noble rage,
And froze the g-enial current of the soul.
Full many a
The great
Full many a
And waste

gem of leg-al mind supreme
un fathomed spaces of law school bear;
Choate is born to toil unseen
his powers 111 a J. P.'s lair.

Some village Cleveland, that with dauntless breast,
The little tyrants at his State withstood,
Some mute, inglorious Webster here may rest,
Some Monroe, watchful of his country's good.
Th' applause of listening Senate to command,
The threat of Whip and Leader ',0 resent,
To scatter "Free Seed" o'er a patient land,
And read their speeches into print,
Their lot forhade; nor circumscribed alone
Their glowing virtues but their crimcs confincd ;
Except to slip through Law School as a drone,
And shut the gates of learning 01\ mankind.
The struggling pangs of poor reply to hide,
To squelch the snickers at his mentioned name,
Or take a scat at learned ncigbbor's side,
With knowledge kindled by that Muse's flame.
Far from the A-plus crowd's ignoble strife
Their morbid wishes ever learned to stray;
Along a useless, aimless path of life
They kept the hopeless tenor of their way.
Yet e'en this one fr0111 failure to protect
Some slyly hidden book secluded nigh,
With neighbor's words and his imploring
Implores the passing tribute of a sigh,
Their name, their years, spelt by
The place of fame and elegy to
And many a helpful text near by
To help the ignorant ones "get

heck,

th' unlettcrd
supply;
she strews
by".

For who, to dumb forgetfulness a prey
This pleasing anxious being e'er resigned.
Left the warm precincts with a feeling gay,
Nor cast one longing look behind!

[ lU.' 1

Muse,

On some pious breast the parting sou! relics,
Some pious drops the closing eve requires;
E'en fr0111the Globe the voice of Pleasure cries,
E'en in the Gillis live their chief desires.
1;01' thee, who, mindful of tb' unleam'd lad,
Dost ill exams some needed answers state.
I f chance by lonely Contemplation led,
Some kindred spirit shall inquire thy fate.
Haply some pleasure-seeking swain may say,
"Oft have we seen him at the peep of dawn
Dancing with dextrous steps his cares away ,
And greet the sun upon his fair maid's lawn;
"There at the edge of yonder boulevard
That wreathes its way to Mission Hills hard hy,
His listless steps at noontide he'd retard.
And gaze upon the damsels passing hy.
"Hard by yon park, now smiling' as in scorn,
"Muttering his wayward fancies he would rove ;
Now stopping, woeful-wan, like one forlorn,
Or craz'd with wine, or cross'd in hopeless love.
';011e eve J rniss'd him ill the 'customccl spot.
Within the room and ncar his favorite friend :
Another came, nor yet beside the lot.
Nor up the stairs. nor in "Dad's Car" again;
The next. the papers said in sad dismay
Swift through a safety zone Shreeve saw him sport;
Approach and read (for thou canst read) the lay
Writ in the books within yon city court.

THE EPITAPH
"Here rests his head within the city jail.
/\. youth. to goodness and to thought tmknown ;
And bondsmen tried release to no avail.
And Ten Day Sentence marked him for her OWI1,
Large was his auger, and his soul did sneer;
Scarcely did vituperation as largely send:
He zave to lawyers all he had-a
tear,
He gained from others-'t\\'as
all he wish'clNo farther seek his merits to disclose.
Or draw his frailties from their dread abode
(There they alike in trembling hope repose),
The bosom of his sorrow and his woe, a friend,
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A (!alendar
By

W.

L.

of Events

Qlld J. R. Cathonn, Class of >26

B

ELO\V are printed the observations of two prophets (?) temporarily sojourning in this
metropolis of Jackson County, a spot known chiefly for the fact that Swift, Armour, et al.,
offer daily sacrifices of various and sundry animals, some sacred to the ancient Egyptians
and Hindoos, others loathsome to the descendants of Hauaniah. Mishael, and Azariah, otherwise
known as Shadruch, Mescach, and Abed-nego, which three gentlemen "were forerunners of the
Unity movement in that they refused a plank steak each on a memorable occasion, for which
crime they were duly punished by being- placed in an oven otniost as hot as the small quiz room
in the Kansas City School of Law.
As above-mentioned prophets are hoping to graduate from said Kansas City School of Law,
all peculiarities of the faculty will either be left out entirely or else dealt with in such a
manner that no one could take offense. With these remarks and explanations, we proceed like
Tennyson's famous "Brook."
And in the nineteenth month of the reign of "Cautious Cal" the editor of this book did,
with malice aforethought, amid thought and afterthought, assign and convey to the said authors
of this conglomeration of misapplied knowledge the authority to make a calendar of events, some
true and others like political platforms, to fill some space in this book, and, what is more
important, to relieve the monotony of the so-called jokes that Roy Claunch is swiping from
"Whizz Bang," judge James M. Johnson, and "College Humor" to put in with the aclvertisements. It was also deemed necessary 10 place said calendar in, as President Oliver H. Dean and
Dean Ellison might be so pleased with it they'd overlook the punk articles that some of the
other members are preparing to perpetrate on a helpless people. judge Elmer Powell, one
versed in the subject of "Bankruptcy," can see the blankness of other articles contributed.
SEPTEMBER
22~Opening Session. New students fun gauntlet. H. Chester Moore (Junior) is mistaken for
Freshman and has three fights. Judge Johnson tells Blackstone Class the same joke he
told Freshmen the night John Pew entered.
23-Sophomores and Seniors have opening session. Fligg is asked by Powell to pay tuition for
two previous years.
24--Clevenger mistaken for Freshman when he appears in powder blue shirt, baggy trousers
and crimson necktie.
25-Delta Theta Phi smoker at Kansas City Club. Jim McCaffrey and Hugh Downey bring
down house with big speeches.
26-P. A. D. first meeting.
27- John B. (Desert) Gage gives first lecture in Wills. Juniors remaining a f ter roll call arc
fewer than there were righteous men in Sodom.
OCTOBER
l-c-Freshman Class attempts election. After police reserves restore order, election is postponed.
l-Sophomore
election held with riot guns. O'Brien is elected president.
3-P. A. D. smoker. Lindhardt is "foundered" on punch furnished by De Maria.
9-Jackson County Ku Klux Klan elects following officers:
Exalted Cyclops, Harry Goldberg; Grand Wizard, D. E. O'Hara; Kligraph, Joseph Levy; Chief Hoo-Hoo, Antonio
Micelli; Night Hawk, Isadore Horoshen. Coppaken asks to be taken in so that be can
get concessions on manufacture of robes.
16-juniors elect William Bysel president.
17-Fligg pays tuition for one year and is allowed to enter school with the condition that he
pay the other year in two months.
18--Fligg elected president of Senior Class.
22-Cope and Carr omit roll call. Wayne MUl1n throws Toots Mandt in match at Convention
Hall.
24--Students receive written notice from Judge Powell that all will have to pay back tuition or
their names will be dropped from roll. Old students look wise and tell new ones that
"Elmer" hasn't the nerve to carry out the threat.
25-Delta Theta Phi holds initiation.
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31-Darby, Fligg, Sandhaus, Joe Knight, Benson, Shay, and Claunch are ch-opped fr0111roll
for failure to pay tuition.
NOVEMBER
1-Carl Borello arrested for speeding.
5-Borello returns to school and explains that he has been ill with flu.
6--Big wrestling match at Convention Hall. Cope and Carr unable to call roll on account of
"illness.'·
7-P. A. D. pledges give "impromptu progranune" for the benefit of members. Marion E.
Ramsey elected "Queen of thc Pledges" and dubbed Alice.
lO-Tuition again due. Fligg gives post-dated check; Sandhaus places one hundred dollars
worth of Jackson County warrants as collateral. Darby pays with American Express check.
l7-Even
fire wagons passing by fail to wake up Gage's Class.
18---Stl1dcnts send President Dean a letter to Europe.
29-President
Dean writes students that he is sending a stein and a pair of swinging doors,
together with an engraved copy of "The Face On the Bar-Room Floor."
DECEMBER
1--Edward William Henry Finley Doerr, otherwise known as plain "Dumb Dora," decides
to grace the school with his presence again. He gives Bell fifty cents and a note for two
dollars for Bell's seat by Bysel.
S-Juniors have exam in Wills. Tom Costelow leaves room for fifteen minutes. All students
on back row make high grades.
l l-c-Ladies' clubs of city organize drive for funds for instilling Slim Hopes in Corpulent
Dowagers.
IS-Funds are sought in city for relief of indigent bootleggers.
16-Another drive started ill city. This time it is for the Supression of Rolled Hose among
the Lorgnette Wielders.
23-Final in Insurance. Shapiro- begins every answer with "yes, he can recover."
31-P. A. D. annual party at the Marquette Club.
JANUARY
S-<'B1ossom Time" appears at the Shubert Theatre. Prof. Ragland goes every night "for a
good cry."
lO-MacGregor, Wallace and Munro Insurance Company formed to insure pawnshops only.
l l-s-Delta Theta Phi banquet.
24-Powell sends out threatening letters as to tuition. Fligg and Shay become alarmed and pay
up in full.
2S-Robert Burns' Birthday. Quinn, Liebrecht and Mazuck celebrate.
31-Robert Marion Williams, from the plains of Kansas and plantations of Arkansas, becomes
employment agent, as is evinced by his generously getting girls jobs with big mail order
houses.
FEBRUARY
7-£arl B. Swarner gives lecture on "Evils of Crap Shooting."
8---Delta Theta Phi has another initiation. Gregory writes book entitled "Wild Animals 1
have Not Known."
22-Annual banquet at Muehlebach Hotel.
28-Young Republicans hold banquet. Pat Carr, Tom Costelow and O. I-I. Dean are principal
speakers.
MARCH
1-Police
allege they're investigating bootleg scandal. Craig Barnett leaves town. John
Joseph Burke calls up cops to explain that he is not the much-sought "H. A."
lC(-National Basketball Tournament is on. Twelve students report at school.
20-Meeting of all students who bought text books in Workmen's Compensation Act is held
in the first telephone booth of the Baltimore Hotel.
21-First day of spring. R. B. Stewart puts on short ones.
22-Stewart has pneumonia.
24-Temperature
87 in shade. Stewart burns his red flannels.
28-Debate with Park College. Thirty students attend.
30- This book goes to press.
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Kipling's Vefinition

of a :JY(an

If you can keep your head when all about you are losing theirs and blaming it
on you;
1£ you can trust yoursel f when all men doubt you, but make allowance for their
doubting. too.

If you can wait
Ur being lied
Or. being hated,
And yet don't

and not be tired by waiting.
about. don't deal in lies.
don't give way to hating,
look too good, nor talk too wtsc ,

lf you call dream-and
not make dreams your master; if you can think and not
make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with triumph and disaster and treat two imposters just the same;
If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken,
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools.
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken,
And stoop and build them up with worn-out tools;

If you can make one heap of all your winnings and risk it all one turn of pitchand-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginning and never breathe a word about
your loss;
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
"fa serve their turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the will which says to them: "Hold on ;"
I f you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, or walk with kings-nor
lose
the common touch:
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you. if all men count with you, but
none too much;
If you can fill each unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run,
Yours is the earth and everything that's in it,
And. what is more. you'll be a man. my son!
-Rudyard
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Kipling.

Monday,
To 0//1' Beloved Hon, Sallford

September

22, 1924.

B. Ladd and O/i.ver H. Deon:

By unanimous vote of the Junior Class of the
as members of this class, were tonight delegated
heartiest greetings upon the opening of the school
[or our third year, and the school which looks to
well as for its past success.

Kansas City School of Law, we
by them to extend to you our
in which we have been enrolled
you for its chief inspiration as

It is with the above thought in the mind of each member of OUf class that we
arc prompted to think of yOll and forever remember you in the light of our message
and greeting to you at this appropriate time.
With tile affectionate
we remarn ,

regard of each and every member of the Junior
Junior

Ladies

and CCllflC'IJI('i/ of the lnnior

Class,

Class Committee.

Class:

I have received fr0111 you a letter addressed
fail to expr-ess the pleasure which it gave me.

to Mr. Dean and myself.

Words

Vvhen one has retired from the more strenuous activities of life it is delightful
to be remembered by those who have their lives still before them. And it affords me
special pleasure to know that I still. occasionally, have a place in the thoughts of
the students of the Kansas City School of Law.

It was not my privilege to lecture to your class. but I hear very good reports
of you. Everything concerning the Kansas City School of Law, its students and
its progress still possess great interest for me.
I have a good many things to look back upon, but nothing in my long professional life has left me with a more pleasant memory than my connection with the
Kansas City School of Law, as lecturer upon the Law of Real Property.
It was
always a great saris faction to me, as I stood before a class to note the genuine
interest in the subject which the students manifested.
I was always conscious that
they gave me much finer attention than my lecture deserved.
And that attention
greatly helped me to do m)' part of the work better than I could have done without
it.
I rejoice in the success and prosperity of the school. whose growth has been
(rom very modest beginnings and I am often with you in spirit, although I cannot
be in person.
Thanking you again for your very kind letter and wishing for each of you
full measure of success in your studies and in after life, I am gratefully yours,
Sanford
Wednesday.

September

24th. 1924.
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B. Ladd.

CO :L\'IE

'0

0 f you

her those rare words

rna y remcm

of Emerson:

"What

you ARE

thunders

so

loud I cannot hear what you say"
Deeds count and not words!
We, the American
words.

Oratory

public, have been feel up on

has a place, but back of the music

of any words must be a real thought,
real common sense.
Said of Calvin Coolidge:

a rea] life.

He is not an orator,

he cannot compose word music with which to tickle
or lull the sensibilities

of his listeners,

whole life, his accustomed
quietly, persistently,

mode of doing things,

honestly,

intelligently,

dered into silence the words of opposition.
Let there be silence of word.

[ ]]0

but his

J

thun-

When Popular Government Fails
HEN people become weary of the burden of self-government,
they look
for the man on horseback-for
the good and strong man who will deal out
justice. "The shores of the streams of time arc strewn with the wrecks of
republics." Usually they are replaced with the benevolent despot. The people abdicate their prerogative.
and we have a Caesar. a Cromwell. a Napoleon or a
Mussoliui.

W

Can it be that we are now in the midst of a period when the people of the great
cities of the United States are abdicating their rights, and abandoning their duties
as citizens ~ We arc, of course, asked to believe that the City Manager is the agent
of the representative gOYCrnlllcnt.
Dictatorship is always veiled under soft sounding titles. Not a Dictator, not a King. but a First Consul-a
Lord High Protector
-a City Manager.
1~ there any reason for the creation of a City Manauer except
the desire to remove the shackles of popular control?
What reason for his assumed
authority except the centuries-old belief that a good ruler can rule best when lie
has supreme power?
'The arguments in favor of the Charter are wanting in definiteness.
'The
present system may not have worked as well as we could have hoped, but its
failures were the failures of democracy.
vVe believe there is no good reason for
abandoning it, and that the proposed Charter itself grew out of a profound distrust
of democracy.
The evils that have made men distrustful of our city government
are those that threaten all democratic institutions.
'The remedy is not in less
representative government, but in measures, not all political, but social, moral and
educational.
The movements that will bring relief from political corruption are
lhose that reach the sources of the corruption of the character of the individual.
It is not significant that the constitutional amendment looking to the prohibition
of child labor is being struck down at this very moment without a protest from the
influences that have initiated the propaganda in favor of less democratic government. The same effort in behalf of the children of America would have insured
the adoption of the constitutional amendment.
If democracy fails, and we must
admit that the failure of democracy is possible in any given case, it will fail
because on the whole, the individuals decay morally and intellectually.
A nation
that permits its childhood to be destroyed or depraved by forcing them into the
treadmill of industry when they ought to be in school is on its way to ruin; and
then ruin will eventually carry with it the industrial wealth on whose altars they
are sacrificed.
'The disease is moral and intellectual and cannot be reached by City Managers.
Commission form of government, or by any other nostrum.
Just a few days ago
ill Kansas City we held an election and adopted the charter form of government
by a majority of 4 to 1. The total vote cast was 37,363 [or, and 8879 against.
Approximately
160,000 persons were qualified to vote.
l n other words, we have scrapped our present form of government without
eyer giving it a fair trial and have adopted a form that measures to a great degree
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with the monarchies
of any country
tion

democratic

disastrous

1110St

that eyer tried this rule, except in those countries

was saved

abandon

of clays gone by, that led only to the

by scrapping

principle

monarchy.

of rule, "For

Our

country

where civiliza-

was bottomed

on that

the people, by the people," and any attempt

this power to any degree simply takes away centuries

"Therefore,
pay ye the more earnest
lest haply ye wander away."

ruin

to

of development.

heed to the things which ye have heard
~R.

B. Stewart, '26.

KNOW THE SUCCESS I'AMILY?
The father of Success is Work :
The mother of Success is Ambition;
The oldest son is Common Sense;
Some of the other boys are Perseverance,
IIonest,

Thoroughness,

The oldest daughter

Foresight,

Enthusiasm

Some of her sisters are Cheerfulness,
Courtesy.

and Co-operation.

is Character;

Care, Economy,

Sincerity

Loyalty,
and Harmony;

The baby is Opportunity.
Get well acquainted

with the "old man," and you will be able to get along

pretty well with all the rest of the family.
-Sel.

"To those young men and women who are prepared
of law, I extend

my congratulations.

them on the completion
to perform

The purpose

to graduate

from schools

in mind is not only felicitate

of their course, but also on their determination

sion of the law.

I speak of it as a profession

tained as such by the knowledge

advisedly,

"On the cor-rect practice of the Jaw. on the maintenance
the only sa Ieguard

profes-

for it should be main-

that truth and honor are not for sale.
of the bar and bench

of high ideals, depends to a large extent that respect [or our institutions
for their perpetuity.

which is

A lawyer is not only a private citizen but

an officer of the court, an administrator

of justice, and a servant of the State.

all of those who are about to swear allegiance
in extending

to attempt

their share of the work of the world in the high and important

to these principles,

1 take pleasure

m)' greetings."
-Calvin

I

II:.!

I

To

Coolidge.

�spect for Law

T

BE administration of law is limited to the extent of our citizens' respect for
it and its enforcement.
Legislators can, and do. turn out innumerable laws
with little or no thought as to their consequences or enforcement.
Prosecutors,
state attorneys and the courts labor under the heavy strain of frequent violations of
the criminal statutes. yet there is 110 diminishing of capital crimes, to say nothing
of those of lesser import.

Civil cases crowd the clockets and new suits are being called daily, yet in the
face of this maze and mass of law violation come the tireless, and if I may add.
sometimes thoughtless, legislators with the new bills to be written into the statutes.
All to what avail?
The real truth is that the law has had and is still undergoing such a rapid and
unhealthy growth that it is looked upon as something of little consequence.
Man.
being a creature of God, it would seem that his manner of living, and of his
governing, should, therefore, pattern after his Maker, but while God's laws are
simple. few in number, just and sure of enforcement, man has created a system
which attempts all, but is availing much less than it really attempts.
I believe one cause for the lack of respect for our legal system is due to the
fact that so little time and thought is put upon the original bill which is to become
a law. Al1 great things are, in the final analysis, extremely simple.
However,
legislators seem prone to want to make the laws extremely intricate and technical,
in which event they become sometimes extremely difficult to interpret, and, therefore. lose their force and efficacy.
An unhealthy percentage of our criminal violations is the direct result of 0111lax political system. Political patronage is undoubtedly directly responsible for the
greater portion of our crime, especially in large cities; though directly contrary
to stated principle, numbers seem to be weaker in point of strength than individuals
This. however is probably clue to lack of leadership.
If citizens are to gain wholesome respect for
correction of the system itself.
] believe a law
its en f or-cement is carried out to the letter. The
appeals, delays, paroles and pardons can never
citizen.

the law. it must be done through
is of absolutely no worth unless
system that fosters easy bonds,
gain the respect of an honest

In a final analysis. it is my belief that if we arc to obtain a more wholesome
respect for our laws, they must first he made simple and not complex.
Second,
their administration
must be in the hands of a competent legal profession and
judiciary which should be amply supported by the citizens at large.
Third.
penalties attached to criminal violations should be strictly and rigidly eli forced and
should he severe enough to deter the embryo criminal from gaining his living as n
parasite on society.

-So M. Case. '26.
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Why

Should We Not CJ3eProud of an
LL.CJ3. From Old K.
s. of L.?

e.

T

HE. only way to determine the standing of an industrial institution is by
considering the quality of its products, and in exactly a like manner is the
standing of a law school-or any other school for that matter-determined.

As we have found in our early study, motive is the cause of most action. In
enrolling in any school, there must be a motive. In many cases in state or private
institutions, the controlling motive is the search for pleasure and adventure, and
when these elements are found, and a little learning is had, the curriculum IS complete.
Such a motive cloes not exist in the Kansas City School of Law. Its democratic principles, and the utter lack of that necessary environment will not permit
such to exist. Every student is here because he wants to study LA '!'/, and not
because he wants to get away from home, and "break loose:"
Ninety per cent of the students in law school are engaged in business, or
practical study of the law right here in Kansas City, and are daily confronted with
business and legal problems.
To arrive at the solution of these problems, the
student must depend a great deal upon the fundamental principles he has learned
in his study of the law, and the business technique he has accumulated while working his way through school.
The academic problems with which we are confronted are solved by a faculty
of not mediocre, worn-out professors, who have long since rusted and decayed.
but SUCCESSFUL
LAWYERS, who are daily confronted with the same principles, truths. facts and problems that they teach and explain in the class room,
In addition to the scheme upon which the school is based, let us consider the
difficulties under which we study, the amount of effort we must put forth to
properly prepare a lesson, the supreme effort of the quiz-masters and lecturers
to cover' all the given courses in the required time, and then after graduation, ask
yourself, "Why should I not be proud of my LL.B. from the Kansas City School
of Law?" See if you can find an answer.
-II. O. Smith, '26.

Pope said: "An honest man is the noblest work of God." Shakespeare said:
"There is no legacy so rich as honesty." And Cervantes, ignoring the moral principle at stake, says: "Honesty is the best policy."
-Sel.

The key to happiness is accomplishment.
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.A Little History
o

T

Ezra Stiles. President

the establishment

of a professorship

In 1777, he drafted

medicine.
fruition

plan, not for the delivery

of lectures

to prepare

fession.

In the meantime,

at numerous

of Pennsylvania),

or learning,

at Princeton,

a

such as had

evanescent

in

and had been
College,

when

at the College of Philadel-

at Middlebury,

given in these professorships

and at 'Transylvania,

bore little relation to the practical

analysis and reconstruction

to be the great work of the university
early experiments

fashion,

College, at Columbia

aims and needs of those seeking to enter the profession,
come for the penetrating

operation

of a course of instruction

in law somewhat

institutions

and Mary

james Kent was called to a professorship,

The instruction

did not come to

members of the bar for the practice of their pro-

at William

phia (later the University

in law and in

into practical

on law in dillettante

however, professorships

had been proposed
established

in law was concerned,

but for the establishment

prospective

seat of learning.

course of lectures

years later, when Yale carried

previous attempts,

intended

actually

of law at an American

a plan for a university

His plan, so far as instruction
until forty-seven

characterized

character,

of Yale College, belongs the honor of first proposing

and the time had not yet

of legal doctrine

which was

schools of law of our own day, so that these

failed for want of students and of popular support.

The first American institution which could be fairly described as a school for
the training of lawyers was the private enterprise of Judge Tappan Reeves, who
established his school at Litchfield, Connecticut, in 1784, This. and numerous other
similar enterprises which thrived during the first years of the nineteenth century.
marked the transition from the stage of apprenticeship to the beginnings of university law study.
Harvard took the first step toward the founding of a school of law in 1817, a
step, however, which was not effective in a real sense until Judge Story was called
to the Dane professorship of law in that institution in 1830, In the meantime, in
1824, Yale College took over, as a department of the college, the private law school
conducted by Seth P. Staples of New Haven. Thus began the long and honorable
career of the Yale School of Law, the first century of whose existence and public
service comes to a close during the present year.
That service has been marked by an elevated sense of duty to the profession,
by a steadfast maintenance of steady improvement of its stanclards and an active
participation and capable leadership in the movement which, in our own day, is
making OUf law schools in the United States, in the truest and best sense, schools
of law.
-Harlan
F. Stone.

"'Nineteen :J¥[enand One Woman"
By Clifford

O. Gile

T

HE old station never saw such a mob of howling maniacs since the Legion
Convention when all Kansas City was bidding the future "Barristers"
"bon
voyage." People about the waiting r00111 who asked about the reason for all
of the confusion were told that Kansas City's 1110St noted "dumb-bells" were leaving
for a great struggle of Brawn vs. Brain to a finish match. catch as catch can. As
the station master was in the act of calling the police, the Old Hough and Ready.
otherwise known as the Xlissoun Pacific. pulled in. and the aspiring Websters
sprung the doorway in the attempt to get through at one time and made a "center
rush" for the Pullman.
In short Dreier they were all in the clutches of Morpheus
and revisioning the sights that Alice saw in \\'onderlancl.
The next morn the hopefuls awoke in St. Louis. the town noted for Rogers
Hornsby, George Sisler and nar-row streets.
As they directed their steps up
Grand ~vvenue looking [or a place to pitch their pup tents. they perceived a sign,
"Beer-s Hotel." whereupon all made a rush thereto with Crust)' C;U1111 ill the lead
and Hevo :'11 il1s Shoemaker a close second. The hostlery being already filled, the
crusaders hied themselves to the Xlelboume and parked.
Xumerous actresses [t-orn
neighboring shows were abo "among those present" here. J Fowever, no casualties
were reported.
Monday morning found all up before Reveille. seeking the familiar flapjacks
and coffee. Then followed an assault upon the law school of St. Louis University
before the janitor put in his appearance.
Examination numbers being given each.
the gong sounded and the affray was on. Kid Stude vs. Catch Questions. the
Marquis of Queensbury rules being replaced by the lone maxim, "Get yer meat,"
During the round Corpus Delicti scored heavily, while The Last Chance Doctrine
put in a few telling blows. Gloom hung over the Heart of America camp.
During the intermission the groggy ones were revived. to some extent, but
round two came all too SOOI1. Novation scored a knockout over ye scribe who was
a wee bit careless.
l t was here that Siegfried was guilty of fouling when he attempted to get an injunction against the sheriff all an execution.
Franks was
staggered when he failed to apply his statutory defense in a clinch, while Taylor
was floored by Mandamus.
The round ended with the Kansas City bunch still on
their feet, though in a weakened condition.
The third round proved to be the end, with Ross falling before a short left
by the Gasoline Tax Question.
'The gong saved Bryant on the Prohibition
Question.
Following the momentous struggle ensued the aftermath, with "Lobby Hound"
Rittman assisting the hotel's Sherlock Holmes trace the clients clown to the bar of
justice. "One Hundred Per Cent" Sandhaous gave his pedigree to the examiners
to insure the necessary average, while "Flapper Chaser" Mitchell told them the
penalty to be visited upon them should he fail to "get by." The remainder were
fit subjects for a sanitarium.
Upon the return trip Smith and \Noodarcl made their arrangements
for the
trip to Jefferson City in June for a return engagement.
Hogan arrived with six
cents in his pockets. proving that he had had a most wonderful time. White was
final1y persuaded that he was back in Kansas City. whereupon he gallantly disembarked.
"A good time was enjoyed by all."
(The moral:

Good intentions do 110t pave the way to a career as all attorney.)
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FOURTH

Creek letter society has

been formed!

And we can't help

it if this is the Activity Section and
not the Section devoted to the followers
of Old Athens, we are proud to introduce
it. Phi Delta Delta Legal Sorority.

In-

stalled in the Kansas City School of Law
May 3. 1925. More power to you Phi
Delfs and all the success in the world to
vou

111

your undertaking.
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Phi 1)eIta 1)eIta Legal Sorority
CHAPTER ROLL
Alpha
Beta
Chi
Delta
Epsilon
Eta
Iota
Kappa
Lambda
Mu
Nu
Omicron
Phi
Pi .
Psi
Rho
Sigma
Tau
Theta.
Upsilon
Zeta
Xi ..

University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.
Washington College of Law, Washington, D. C.
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon
University of Washington. Seattle, Wash.
Portia Law' School, Boston, Mass.
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, 'Tenn.
Washburn College, Topeka, Kansas
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Brooklyn Law School (St. Lawrence University}, New York City
Dickinson School of Law, Carlisle, Fa.
University o l Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
Kansas City School of Law, Kansas City, l\10.
john B. Stetson University, DeLand, Fla.
Buffalo University Law School, Buffalo, N. Y.
Temple University, Philadelphia, Fa.
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
\Villiamette University, Salem, Oregon
George Washington University, Washington. D. C.
Northwestern College of Law, Portland, Oregon
Colors-Lavendar

and Rose.

Psi C!hapter
OfFICERS
President
Vice-President
Renistrcr
Chancellor
Chaplain

Rosemary Crafton Riley
Marian O'Keefe Taylor
Jo Zelma Smith
Dorothy Ellen Morr-issey
Gertrude Lauderdale

~{EMBERS
Alseba Munro
Margaret Reill y
Rosemary Crafton Riley
jo Zelma Smith
Marian O'Keefe Taylor

Margaret Ann Latchem
Vivian A. Lau
Gertrude Lauderdale
Margaret Mason
Dorothy Ellen Morrissey
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Psi C!hapter

P

SI Chapter of the Phi Delta Delta Legal Sorority
3, 1925. at the Phi Alpha Delta Chapter

Kansas City and the Theta Chapter
pressi ve ceremony.
At six-thirty
garden

o'clock the guests

of the Kansas

elaborate centerpiece
to the place cards.

was formally installed

House.

The Alumnae

of Kansas University

were entertained

City Athletic

Club.

The

Law Sorority

sity of Southern

California

tion has granted

charters

November

11, 1911.

whom

Attorney

congresswoman,
Each

of character,

are
General

States District

national

national

and

our loyalty to

her sincere

Judge;

Judge W. \Iv. Graves,

local officers

of

Theta

Phi

national

Willebrandt,

Rankin,

the first

General of Tennessee.

appreciation

to those who have

We wish to mention the officers
Mr. Patrick

Carr;

Judge Arba

Judge Albert 1. Reeves, United

Chief Justice of Missouri

Chief Justice

Delta

Walker

Jeannette

Attorney

States Circuit Judge;

Court, and Judge VV. A. Johnston,
Fraternities.

Assistant

who have attained
Mabel

States;

and securing our chapter.

United

in the Univer-

and scholarship.

president,

City School of Law and particularly

S. VanValkenburgh,

by the participants.

From its inception the organiza-

personality

of the United

wishes to extend

helped us in organizing
of the Kansas

our

and Edwina Falkner,

member

its

of high standing and to those women

Phi Delta Delta is justly proud of her members
among

with

All these and the

of Phi Delta Delta was established

only in institutions

meeting rigid requirements

fame,

the im-

of lavender and rose sweet peas from which ribbons extended
Old fashioned nosegays were given as favors.

The National

of

on the roof

was beautiful

girls in their white frocks made a picture never to be forgotten

Assistant

conducted

at a banquet

table

May

Chapter

of Kansas
and

Phi

Supreme
Alpha

Supreme
Court, the

Delta

Legal

VI/e will strive to express our thanks to you for your faith in us and
011r

Alma Mater

by living tip to the ideals fostered

Delta.
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by Phi Delta

] ustice is represented as blind because
strict justice
friendship,

must

discard party,

~indred.

N.ever such golden opportunities for the
young man as exist today.

N.ever were needed more Lawyers.
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of Scandal

.A c.Bit
E1:-JG only an embryonic

B

lawyer, so to speak, it does not behoove me to at-

tempt to dwell upon the more serious side of such a staid and stern profession.

That must be left to those who, either fr0111 the Bench or the Bar, have dealt with
the law in all her vagaries
awaiting the argument.

and caprices.

of various devotees of the time-honored
It must be remembered
tender

For

the above reasons.

I will ask your indulgence

sport, "Lawing."

these tales arc told with no thought

feelings of any member of the profession.

particularly

applicable

or even to yourselves,

1110stbickerings and difficulties.

now when the "Opposing

Counsels"

would that they might

gloves and tell them to "go to it."

of course. always there is that obstacle-c-property-c-to

J.

say nothing of "fee,"

Pi's just at the present

time have been ill the spotlight

seemed only slightly remote.

which

more or less, and

I, of course.

comment on the subject of the advisability

of either their elimination

tention.

of one Justice

but I will recite a little anecdote

years in this locality.

Jt demonstrates

by the weight of personal

a Justice

Court.

The defendant

"Case dismissed.

would not
or their re-

who reigned

for many

clearly that the weight of law was often

opinion. but, of course. JUSTICE
in this particular

guilty, upon being asked. and forthwith
said:

But.

prevents such action.

for a time their extinction

offset

please

were settled by resort to battle, and no doubt

slip their clients a pair of four-ounce
naturally

the

they are public property.

Back in the spacious (lays of early civilization
there are occasions

of injuring

and if any of them happen to be

to some near acquaintance,

know, I found them in print, and consequently

as we have learned £ro111Blackstone,

and without

while I re-recire a few anecdotes

the Justice

is the aim in

case had entered
stroked

a plea of

his judicial

jaw and

I happen to know this fellow, and he's not to be believed.

even uncle," oath."
A certain
approached

very convincing

the fellow after

young lawyer after

the trial and said:

all settled, just tell me honestly, aren't you guilty?"
replied:

"Well, boss, J thought

successfully
"Kow,

defending

a client

Jake, since the matter

is

The culprit, for such he was.

all the time I was, but since I heard you make

that there talk, I just don't believe I am."
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One of the most essential things far a practical lawyer to acquire, aside from
cases and fees, I am told, is the ability to meet your opponent after the case is
over without any trace of enmity, no matter how villifying or character-destroying
has been his onslaught on either yourself or your client. J n days gone by we read
of numerous affairs of honor which were staged by the opposing attorneys, and
these affairs often terminated disastrously for one or both.-G.
L. Gore, '20.

A right human book is this "Human

Touch,"

by Dr. Lyman

I!, Powell.

Kansas City con Iesses a rather proprietary
interest in this matter.
Old
England may boast her Gibbs Brothers, all authors or publicists.
\Ve would match
our Dr. Lyman, Judge Walter, and Referee Elmer Powell-s-and lose little in the
comparison.
True it is that Dr. Lyman Powell "cry properly uses the New York date
line, and has just graduated to the Cosmopolitan and Century magazine educational interests. and also that Judge Walter Powell, back in Old Dover, Delaware.
is no longer our circuit judge at Independence, Mo. Nevertheless. Referee Elmer
Powell is still with us as our Bankruptcy Judge-a
healer of sick financial souls.
But then. have we not heard it whispered that the three Gibbs Brothers are not
such stay-at-homes themselves?
'The most recent work. then, of our local triumvirate of three guardsmen, is
"The Human Touch," ';A Memory of Men and Things," just released this month
from G. 1', Putnam's Sons' press.
First. glance at the title page. A newspaper and magazine man himself. Dr.
Powell well realizes that perhaps nine-tenths of his possible audiences never get
beyond the headlines.
'Therefore he meets the issue squarely by mirroring the
substance in this three-word title. You will surely agree that there is "humanness" to spare in these pages,
If you wish a long connected thesis on one thing. don't read this book.
But
should you wish to know how the [our-months-old
"Baby Sold the Church," or
the "Truth Concerning Advertising," or to shake hands with uA Chain of Editors,"
turn to those chapters and you'll read till you finish,
"just Folks" you'll find
them, from four-months-old
to twice forty years,
All just gossip -: Yes, that's what this book is. Gossip about our neighbors.
'There is Neighbor Cal Coolidge and Neighbor Ellen 'Terry; there's Neighbor
\\"oodrow Wilson and Neighbor Dr. Osler.
Kings, cardinals, presidents, doormen-all
equally human-march
ill rcview.c-F.
L. \1\1.
-K.

C. Journal-Post,

Morels 29, J925

.\101'1--:-0r. Lyman P. Powell is an older brother of our own beloved Judge Elmer N.
Powell. Dr. Powell delivered a most interesting special lecture before the Senior Class in
1919. Judge Walter A. Powell, a number of years judge of the Jackson County Circuit
Court and at one time a member of the faculty of this school is also a brother. Judge Walter
Powell now resides in Dover, Delaware, and is also a writer. Still another brother, J. B. R.
Powell, M. D., is the leading physician of Southern Delaware. We certainly congratulate
this quartet of successful professional brothers.

r
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'uwentyfive, About to Vie, Salutes You!
l[OATH
as arc all the members of m), conservative profession to establish a
precedent. it is only because of the unusual condition of my clients that I clo
publish this, their last will and testament.

J1.....::I

At the last consultation of their doctors it was decreed that on the third day
of June, Twenty-Five must die. This condition has been caused by a swelling of
the brain during the past four years, accompanied by a dizziness due to the exalted
heights to which they have climbed, and have been aggravated in the past weeks by
a heaviness of heart clue to parting from their friends and associates.
The recent
feverish condition is the result of the nervous strain of preparing [or the Bar
Examination.

Jo

ZELMA

SMITH)

Attorney-at-Los».
We, the class of Twenty-Five,
in full possession of a sound mind, memory
and understanding, cia hereby make, publish and declare this to be our last will and
testament, hereby revoking all other wills by us at any time heretofore made.
FIRST:

schoolmates
justified.

vVe do request that our funeral services be conducted by the faculty,
and friends with such pomp and dignity as our position in school has

We do direct the payment of our just and lawful debts as follows:

We owe Judge Johnson

for his jokes:

Hon. O. H. Dean for his eloquency ;
Hon. John Pew for his pearls:
1\'1r. Vivian Phillips for his advise to young lawyers
fees;
1\I[r. Gilluly for his patience;
NIl'. A. P. Leacy for his whirlwind arguments;
MI". Dave Dabbs for his Ozarkian philosophy; and
Mr. P. Carr for his Irish wit.
All of our property, both real, personal and mixed,
seized or possessed we devise and bequeath as follows:

on estimating

of which we shall die

ITE~I:
\Ve give and bequeath to our loyal Quiz Masters restful nights and
undisturbed slum hers; no longer will they worry about our exams; no longer will
our grades disappoint them. Peace be with them!
ITEM:
To our beloved Alma Mater we bequeath our school song, "Maryland,
Yl y Maryland," to be used for the cheer of future banquets.
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ITEM:
To our kid brother, Twenty-Six, we give and bequeath our valued
examination papers and notebooks. These must be used with discretion if they
desire the mantle of wisdom to descend upon their shoulders.

Lr t xi : To Twentv-Seven we do hereby bequeath the use of our seats 111 the
classroom, and may they be as prompt to classes as Twenty-Five has ever been.
ITEM: We do give and bequeath to our younger brothers that possession
most prized by us-SENIOR
DIGKITY.
This may be difficult for you to properly appreciate, but we assure you that the result will be worth the effort.
ITEM: We do also bequeath to the aforementioned brothers the right of
answering for your absent brother jf the watchful eye and attentive ear of the
instructor permits you to do so.
ITEl\I: To all other Pandex Balls we bequeath the success we had
nating the idea.

111

ongl-

ITEM: To the political world we gladly and with great pride give our excellent debaters and eloquent class speakers.
ITEM: To 0111' successors we give our course in Senior Equity; that study
wherein we learned that much we knew was not so. It made cowards of us all
when we were quizzed about the subject.
All of the rest and residue of our property whatsoever and wheresover, not
heretofore disposed of, we give and bequeath to the Board of Directors to aid
them in the erection of a new building for the Kansas City School of Law. \lI,Te
also hequeath to the lecturers and instructors in the aforesaid school the knowledge
and startling information we have given them in our quizzes and examinations.
If
they deem it wise these elucidating gems may be used in the instruction of future
generations.
We, Twenty-Five. do appoint Hon. Elmer K. Powell, Referee in Bankruptcy,
as sale executor without bond for the faithful performance of his duties.
In witness hereof, we. the Class of Twenty-Five, testators, have to this, our
last will and testament, written on one sheet of parchment, subscribed our names,
this twenty-ninth day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and twenty-five.
CLASS OF TWENTy-FIVE.

The foregoing instrument was at the date thereof signed and declared by the
said Twenty-Fin" to be their last will and testament, in the presence of us, who at
their request and in their presence and in the presence of each other, have subscribed
our names as witnesses thereto.
Witnesses :
"DAD"

G.
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I\10i~G.\),l.

GOFF.

1Jistinguished Kansas (:!ity Lawyer Addresses International
Law Association, Stoc~holm (:!onference, I924
The invitation extended by the International Law Association
Dean to deliver an address at its recent conference, in Stockholm,
striking recognition of the work and standing of NIr. Dean himsel
a distinct honor upon the Dar of our city and State.
The title
address was, ;;j\ Message irom Across the Seas."

to Hon. O. H.
was not only a
f, but conferred
of Mr. Dean's

'The address is available in printed form. It is full of interest to all lawyers
and particularly to those specially interested in matters of international import.
It would be impossible, in the short space available, to attempt a synopsis of
the address.
In fact. a synopsis would detract so materially from the force of the
many pithy statements it contains. that it would be altogether inadvisable.

On the evening of September 19, a surprise party was given at the home of
Judge Willard P, Hall by the young lawyers of the Kansas City Bar, the occasion
being the celebration of his seventy-third birthday.
The Judge was presented with a large radio set, for which he expressed his
appreciation and with which he hoped he might be able to enjoy the evening of
Tuesday, November 4. The presentation speech was made by Mr. Clay Rogers.

]ES' BE WHAT YOU IS
Don't be what you ain't,
Jes' be what you is.
1£ you is not what you am, .
Then you am not what you 1S;
If you is jes' a little tadpole,
Don't try to be a frog.
If you'se jes' a coml~lon tail,
Don't try to wag the dog.
'If you'se jes' a little pebble,
Don't try to be the beach.
Yot~ can always pass the plate
If you can't exhort and preach,
Don't be what you ain't.
Jes' be what yOll is;
For the man who plays it square,
Sure's a-gain' to get "his."
-c-Kablegram.
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ATRONIZE
ANDEX
ATRONS

P

A
»an-on of OUI'

into

QUI'

advertising

treasury

columns

a certain

the space he uses.
He
value received
for his

amount

rightfully

pay:"

tor

expects

HOUSE
and his investment.
whatever
it is he
advertises.
it is good, for we are careful
to accept
only honest advertisements
ror
dependable merchandise

AND
bes'ides our advertisers,
by the price they
pay, help us to issue this annual
in t ts
superb way. Get behind us and help us
by trying the merchants who are helping
us and you'll find that a

LOT
of permanent
friendships
will be found
that
will be mutually
profitable
to un.
'l'he reason
you are not uslng all the
goods advertised
by OUI' patrons
is that
you haven't
given them all a trial.
So,
in this land of the

FREE
whose laws we are learning,
let's
our part of the Colden Hule.

ADVERTISING
W. K. DlLLENBERGER,
Manage,
ROSCOE VAN V ALKENBURG
]. LOUISE LAW

practice

STAFF
SJDNEY GOLDSMlTH
SOL LEBRECHT
VERA G. HARRIS
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CHILDERS

uwentieth

Annual

Washington's

13irthday

13anquet
Hotc! Xhschleboch,

Fctrmarv

21,

1925

TOASTS
Toastma:::ter.
The Organic

.

~ j 1'. Kenneth

.

.

.

.

.

C. Robertson.

'26

Chas. ]. Kucera.

'28

. Miss Gladys Lee Barnes,

Honor and Government
.

'28

Wm. C. Finnell, '25

My Observations

a. "The

T. Donahue,

Kansas City School of LawQuartet

B. R. Loop,'25

Vocal Selections.

of Senior Class

. M:r. vVilbur B. Mabry, '28

in the Cold, Cold Ground'>

Howard

President

. NI1'. Edward

Law v. Child Labor

Law and lvlanners.
"Massa's

1. Fligg.

. Judge Barry
.

'27

S. Truman,

'27

lVII'S. Fay Helene McKim,

'26

. Mr. A. H. Fester,

'26

. Mr. Joseph R. Knight,

'26

Bondmaid"

b. Serenade
Loyalty.

.

Progress and the Future Lawyer.

_

"Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes"
Congress and the Supreme

Kansas City School of Law Quartet

Court

Presentation

'25

. Mr. A. A. Ridge,

'25

.

Over-Legislation.
Address.

. Mr. Virgil A. Julian,

. HON.

,IOHN

M. ZANE.

of the Chicago Bar

. Mr. Beauford

of Class Picture of 1924

J.

George. '24

. Iron. U. I!. Dean, Pres-dent

Acceptance on Behalf of Faculty.

I 1 ~x 1

uhe Freshman Fall Party
The Freshmen
Juniors;
fellowship

as the Seniors;

began to hum the moment

evening, November 21 st.

or as clever as the

but there is no question as to their good-

and pep as evidenced at the Freshman

Things
Saturday

may not be as dignified

or as studious as the Sophomores,

Fall Party.

one stepped into the Jack O'Lantern

that

A glad welcome was exten~led by the "receiving

line" with bells, horns, and every sort of noise making contraption.

One was then

properly tagged and labeled with his or her name. thereby dispensing

with introduc-

tions.

Mar-ks' Orchestra

struck up some jazzy harmony

that one simply couldn't

resist, and the stage was set for a jolly good time.

By eleven o'clock all were well acquainted.

and stopped

enough to festoon the hall with miles of gay serpentine.

dancing

just

long

From then on, l-Lilat-ity

reigned.
Several of the upper-classmen
enjoyed

it as thoroughly

attended the dance and from all appearance!" they

as the Freshmen

did.

When the orchestra final1y played "Home Sweet Home," everyone was ready
to give a rousing vote of thanks to the committee, Vlr. Greenlee, Mr. Nero, Mr.
Cushing, Miss Morrissey and Miss Cannon,

uhe Junior uhan1{sgiving Vance
Whether

it was a thanks offered

classrnen-c-juniors-c-or

up that we had eventually

a display of thankfulness

to the Class of '26, the Juniors

gave their

emerged as upper-

that we still retained the pep usual

first dance

November

26, at the

dim lights of the jack-o-lanterus'

the s7~et

011

Garrett,
The setting of floral decorations,
strains
floating

of music by Bertram
through

Phelps'.

the air as if wafted

'26, own orchestra,
by

8

mid summer's

The Peacock

Players,

balmy breeze, made one

forget the harsh weather outside and imagine one's sel f at a lovely garden party,
The party
Entertainment

was enjoyed
Committee,

and we extend our hearty

by approximately

one hundred

headed by Mr. Dillenberger.

certainly

wishes for more of such parties
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fifty couples.

The

did itself proud.

next year,

PLUMBING

IS A RECENT INVENTION

BLACKSTONE

NEVER LIVED IN A MODERN HOME
WE HELP KEEP YOUR HOME UP-TO-DATE
CALL US

Goldberg & Sons
Telephone

Eighteenth and Charlotte

GRAND 48 I0

"The professional

The average layman's opinion is that
the terms "Lawyer"
and "Liar"
are
synonymous.
Whether this will be true

man has only

, one ethical means of building his
business-thru favorable opinion,

mostly created thru his STATIONERY AND BUSINESS CARD,"

in the future

depends

upon the student

of

today.
"Lawyer"

er5he Shryock..
Engraving
C!ompany

and

"Liar"

are

not

synony-

mous, and perhaps some day the layman
wilt more fully appreciate the true value
of the lawyer, and will realize that lawyers are leaders and an asset to any community.

Let's do all we can to con-ect this
erroneous impression and show the layman that we are gentlemen and ladies of
honor, and that the word of a lawyer is
as good as his bond. There is only one
way for any profession to gain the esteem
of the public and that is through the conduct of its members. The legal profession is always in the public's limelight,
and the mistakes and errors in the conduct of oue is the criterion by which a
majority are judged.

Are Makers Of
STEEL ENGRAVED
BUSINESS STATIONERY
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
That Please the Most Exact Taste

409 East 10th St.
Kansas City, Mo.

r
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A
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Sayings

of

7rCrs. Solomon

By Helen Rowland.

THE 1\MBJDE'CTROUS

SEX.

C

01\SlDER.
my daughter. how "well-balanced" is man!
Hut a woman hath NO equilibrium.
For, behold how she can-yeth all her parcels upon one arm, and hangeth them
upon the fingers of one hand, while the other hand Gaeth free.
Even so cloth she concentrate all her interests upon one task, and upon one
diversion. at a time: yea. and heap upon one man all her love and devotion and
her sol ici tude!
Alas, she 1S 110t content to be "one of a crowd" in his affections. but seeketb
to till his whole life and overfioweth into the outermost corners of his pastimes.
For, so long as a woman loveth one man. she can see no other mall!
Tbus, cloth she lose her poise. and become lop-sided with the weight of her
own emotions.
But a MAK is ambidextrous, in all his ways.
Lo. he carryeth his parcels in both arms and clistributeth his burdens evenly in
hath hands, so that he may LOSE nothing.
lIe scattereth his interest over many diversions, and spreadeth his love impartially over many damsels.
As he rejoiceth in golf in the morning. and in pinochle in the afternoon, and
in dancing in the evening, ::;0 doth he delight to dine with a flapper upon 1VIonday,
and with a highbrow upon 'Tuesday. and with a vamp upon Wednesday.
For, would it not be selfish of him to concentrate all of his heart and his
affections upon ONE woman, whilst there are plenty to go around.
Verily, he
perceiveth no reason why he should not divide his love and share his favors, and
his time and his kisses amongst the many.
And NO man accounteth himsel f well-balanced, unless he hath T\iVO love
affairs upon hand, at the same time l
Go to! A woman is a specialist. But a man is an ALIRUIST; and his is the
corurnunitv spirit!
Yes, even as he shi fteth the weight of his galt sticks from one ann to another,
so doth he gracefully shi ft his attentions and his affections from one W0111anto
another.
'Thus, dot'r he case the burden of a blond upon the one hand, by balancing a
brunet upon the other; and the heaviest of a serious love affair upon the right hand
by the lightness at a flirtation upon the left hand.
For, verily, so long as he keepeth his BALANCE and letteth not the one hand
know what tl-e other hand doeth. he is SA FE l

SELAH.

We Call For-Repair and Deliver In Downtown District
OGDEN-BECK PEN SERVICE
FOUNTAIN

PENS-PENCILS

Fountain Pens and Pencils Engraved or Repaired While You Wait

106 EAST 14th ST.

Phone Grand 25 10
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KANSAS CITY, MO.

Henry Moore
Photographer

11th and McGee Streets
Makers
Official Photographer

of Photographs

for 1925 Pandex
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that Please

When You Eat in Kansas City, Do as the Lawyers Do-

EAT AT THE

CUP

TEA

INN

COMPLIMENTS OF

MONARCH LUMBER COMPANY
Kansas City, Missouri

1906 Cherry Street

ENTITLED TO RELlEI'.
The fall Jwing is a verbatim copy of an answer which I found recently among
the papers in a foreclosure suit in the Polk County Chancery Court:
"To The ledge of This Land Suit.
"If Thair Be any Gergement ask for In This Suit a Gainst me, I
Pray you not To alow Same for I Turned The Land Back, Because I
Seen That I could not Pay for It. And Besides This I Paid Three
Hundred Dollars clown when I Baught The Land and I only Got one
crop oft" of 'The Place which The Rent only Brought $2.75.00 are 285.00
and J Have a Large family and am cripple. Stuck a nail In my foot The
] 2 of Last Dec. and ant worked any sence. So Please dont alow any
Cergement.'

Earl <Plumbing and Heating Company
Brooklyn at Thirty-First
REPAIR WORK EXCLUSIVELY

Street
LINWOOD

7 I 00

ATTORNEYS AND FUTURE ATTORNEYS
In Your Climb to Success You Will Need

CLOTHES OF DISTINCTIVE

APPEARANCE

In This Time of Need Remember

Crown Shirt Shops
12th and Walnut-2

STORES-12th

and Grand

The Store that Knows Your Every Want
The Store of More than Satisfaction

A n Old Acquaintance
In discussing
says:

the fault of a collision.

"It was argued

that the captain

United

should

States

Judge

Mayer

have done one of several

things

other than to go ahead with al1 the power at his command.
the best plan, but. whether
exercise of judgment

under very difficult circumstances.

is always a Captain

fireside. and sometimes
been better managed,
worried

Nott.

view is but

hut, if the responsibility

with the problem nor the

Sometimes

he testifies in a courtroom.

sick and probably

The contrary

the event, what should have been done,

where the critics v..'ere not there and were not confronted
There

1 think he decided on

he did or not, his decision was the result of a fair

the old story of being able to tell. after

emergency,

District

He recites how it could have

had been his, he would have been

would not have done half as well."

298 Federal Reporter 528.
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he sits by the cozy

Petition

of Tracy,

\Ve are lawyers, oh gosh, yes!
What we don't know\\'hy, we just guess;
And we get by with good grace,
Except on one question"Have you read that case ?"
This legal game is sure some bluff,
But, tell the world, we know our stuff"The brightest class" (our teachers say),
"This school has yet turned out."
Even tho' we are modest (that's our way),
They are correct: without a doubt,
We'll make our mark in the Hall of Fame,
\Ve are not out for paltry gain;
So watch us, lower classmen,
'Cause we're very much alive,
And you sure will have to travel some,

To beat THE CLASS OF '25.
-A

Senior.

Missouri Abstract and Guaranty Company
ASSETS, $250,000.00
FRANK NORMAN, Pres,
C. B, VARDEMAN, Vice-Pres,
W, R. HORNBUCKLE, Secy-Tr ees.
p, E. VARDAMAN, Asst. Sec'y
T. J. BOMAR, Asst. Sec'y

MEMBER
Missouri Title Association
American Title Association
Real Estate Board of Kansas City

9 I 5 Walnut Street

Kansas

Real Estate Title Wark Exclusively
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City,

Missouri

Kansas

City, Kansas,

Sends

Best Wishes

\\"e knew a girl who chewed Spearmint
Speaking
meals,

to the Pandex

and

its readers,

gum because it made her Wrigley.

of gum, we knew a girl they called Wrigley

because she was after

Hayes: "Hanks, we're giying a dance tonight and wish you to come"
Hanks : "Is it formal, or shall 1 wear my own clothes?"
Powell (in domestic
memory
Cain: "Great Scott!

relations):

"J\TO\.v. gentlemen,

J wish

to tax

your

Are they taxing that. too ?"

Ruvinsky : "I vant it some peppeb."
Moore : "What kind do you wish, cayenne or black?"
Ruvinsky : "I "ant it some writing peppeh."
Cashman was yisiting the insane asylum,
Seeing an inmate beating himself on the head with a stick. he rushed lip and stopped said inmate. saymg.
"doesn't that hurt?"
"Oh. yes," said the idiot, "but it feels so good when I quit,"
The newest stingiest man on earth has arrived,
When his wife asked him to
buy her a car, he told her she alight to be content with the splendid carriage
nature gave her.

HIGH

GRADE

First Mortgage Investments
Real Estate

Loan Department

City Bank of Kansas City
Established
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191 3

,.JI&''-

MATERIALS

CLEANING
& DYEING

~,.~S·

DYED TO SAMPLE

Odorless

Cleaning

of Your

Blankets,

Clothing,

Draperies,

Upholstered

3027 McGee Trafficway
WESTPORT 5050

Furniture.

Etc.

"SEND IT TO A MASTER"

A LIVELY

CORPSE

"His father, the deceased. then came up and struck defendant
in the face"-State
v. Cook, 117 S. E. (W. Va.) 777, 778.

with his fist

Hebrew:
Any old rags today, sir?"
Henry:
IINo, my wife is away in the country."
Hebrew: "Ah. any empty bottles?"
II

A negro undertaker. defendant in bankruptcy, was being
ing his assets before Judge Powell, referee in bankruptcy.
The
whether he did not handle all of the business of a prominent
whom we will call Dr. Black. The witness replied:
"No. sun! Jist fifty-fifty."
"What clo you mean, fifty-fifty?"
"Well, yuh see, suh, Docrah Black is a mighty good doctah,
of his cases. We gits the other half."

examined regardquestion was put
colored physician,

and he cures half

She:
"What kind of a car do you drive?"
G. G. Campbell:
"A detouring car."

). F. MOORE'S

EMPJLOYMENT

SERVICE

FOR TWENTY

YEARS

High Class Office, Sales and Professional People

K. Co Bond &- Employment COo
615 Gloyd Bldg.

Main 1831
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FOR PICNICS
call C. Liles, 204 Bonner Springs, Kansas

LAKEWOOD
• •
••
• • PARK
••
BONNER

SPRINGS,

KANSAS

DANCING

FISHING

New Ten Thousand
ROLLER

Dollar Swimming Beach

SKATING

BOATING
DINING

ROOM
CHICKEN

DINNERS

Thirty Other New Attractions

A SPECIALTY

I 00 Acres Picnic Grounds

Mineral Springs
Free Admissions

Free Parking

Free Spring Water

Sixteen Miles from Kansas City
The Park Where a Dime Goes as Far as a Dollar Elsewhere
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Main 2485

Gifts
That Last
A.

O. L. Allen. Prop.

DIAMANT

Expert Repairing
Washing

JEWELRY
CO.

1205 Walnut St.

Tires, Oil

Del. 3134

905-7 Baltimore Ave.
Kansas City, Mo.

SERVICE CAR

The man who looked for a gas leak with a lighted match made a G Rl\ \ "E
mistake.

Bomar: "11y father was a railroad engineer."
1v1r5. D.: "Yes, and you look like his first wreck"

Kind Old Lady: "How did you lose your teeth, sonny?"
Urchin:
"Shifting gears on a lolly-pop."
Miss Moriroe : 1'1 just saw a horse with a wooden leg."
NIL Lee: iivVhere?"
Miss Monroe:
"On a merry-go-round."
Ramsey:
"What did you mean by telling Graves I was a fool?"
Williams : "Sorry, old top, I didn't know you were so sensitive."
Irate Father:
"Why is it that every time I suddenly come into the
I fiud you kissing my daughter?
I ask you, how is it?"
Greenlee:
"Great, sir 1"

( l-iO ]

1'00111

Argue the Case of Mother,
Sister, Sweetheart Against
Home Drudgery
A Washing
Machine, a Vacuum
Cleaner, Sewing Machine or any
one

of the

numerous

small

devices

save labor and do the work for
which they are designed better
and quicker than any other way.

FREE

Yau Can Now Buy

Morton's

Table Salt

Demonstrations

Sold on Easy Payments

Containing IODINE
An Essential Element Lacking

Kansas City Power
&? Light Company
1330 Grand Ave.

In

Our Daily Diet

AT YOUR GROCER

Nw. Cor. 14th St.

Grandmother:
"Lohnny. I wouldn't slide down those stairs."
Johnny:
"Wouldn't?
Hell. you couldn't."
It doesn't take (our years in college to find out that one girl in the dark
worth two under the light.
Lawyer: "Well, what shall we ask for-trial
Client: "By the judge.
I've clone plumbing

by judge or by jury?"
for nearly everybody in this

tOWIl."

Leacy:
Doerr:
Leacy :
Doerr:

"'vVhen one marries
"Pologamy."
"If only once?"
"Monotony."

Craig Barnett
to his name.

answered

twice, what is it called?"

a question

the other night.

He answered

First Old Grad: "Smith never completed his education.
Second Old Grad: "No, he died a bachelor."
"Waiter, take this boiled thing out."
"Sorry, sir; you'll have to do it yourself.

[ 1<11 1

IS

You brought

did he?

her in."

"present"

(,;ompliments

of

Kansas C!ity Gas
C!ompany

Compliments

SUMMERS

&

Greenebaum Sons Investment
Company
106 East Tenth Street

of

City, Mo.

Kansas

KONOMOS

Attorneys-at-Law

Oldest

First

Creenebaum

Mortgage

Banking

Bonds 100

419 Gloyd Bldg.

Since
Telephone

1855

Delaware

2830

When You Use Portland

Insurance of Every Kind
Bank Bldg.

Handled

by Your

Dealer

The Great Western Portland

18th and Grand

Cement
Telephone

Cement

Specify
VICTOR
The Brand Chosen for
THE LIBERTY MEMORIAL

CHAS. D. WILLIAMS
Insurance Agency

City

House

Per Cent Safe

Grand 2444

Company

GENERAL OFFICE
410 Land Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
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J

PUBLISHERS

AND SELLERS

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

r

11:{'

Phones Harrison 4421

Fishman
CJ\?alty eompany
MEMBER OF REAL ESTATE BOARD

Real Estate

Loans

Insurance

Rentals and Exchanges
Investments

403-409 Gloyd Building

921 Walnut Street

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Kansas City Title
&1 Trust Company
Title and Trust Building

TITLE INSURANCE
ABSTRACTS

ESCROWS

Assets Over

$1,000,000.00

John Henry Smith, Pres.

e.

E. Smith, Vice-Pres.
Lex McDaniel, Vice-Pres.

]. P. Crump, Vice-Pres.
W. E. Glenn, Sec.-Treas.

A SHORT

STORY.

It is an axiom of the world that all writers
subnormal. but it is likewise clear.
1\11y friends,

are abnormal.

This treatise

is

this is relative to the young ladies who attend our Alma Mater.

Like a divine harbinger,

knowing the dismal manliness

of a Law School, they

come to brighten our halls. and stop our conversations.
Deviatingly pretty, crisp-again

I say. they are here.

Ah, but here begins the climax; yes, they are here to teach us a significance
of Blackstone's law of nature, "Ain't nature wonderful?"
Aye, and to reiterate
us, and 'tis pleasingly
will be on you."
irrationally,

in an anticlimax,

strange.

they are not only here. but supersede

too, "Welcome

a girl with open arms and the law

'They have applied their attentions

on all of us, and moreover

and intentions,

rationally

and

have put foolish notions into our vanity,

engrafted themselves in our hearts, giving us no option or quarter,
own we're beyond the Jaw of mechanics.
-Ilarry

so that we must

Kerschenbaurn.

'28.

Okey's

"Around

Ice Cream

the Corner"

on Tenth

Street

Lunch

Candies

"In the beginning," said a Persian Poet, "Allah took a rose, a lily, a dove, a
serpent, a little honey, a Dead Sea apple, and a hand Iul of clay; when he looked
at the amalgam-it
was a woman.'
- \h/illial11 Sharp.

~ftlHE
~

man who wrote the proverb,
"Silence is Golden," must have
been inspired after the City
Assessor had a long confidential
talk with the author's wife.

CANONS OF THE PROFESSION.
Be ye modestly reticent-to
your quia-master.
Perhaps he knows as much
as you do.
Be ye alert-take a puff, yea, another, at your cigar whene'er the opportunity
presents itself.
Be ye wholesome and broad minded-tell the Instructors there are many sides
to the issue before you. And explain each one.
Be ye not a damn fool, and ask ye not too many questions.

REALLY, MISS TERRY?
Homer, the Quizzer:
"Now, Miss Terry, a person breaks into a dwelling
house in the dead of night, and carries away money, clothing and silverware, and
also breaks into a jewel case. What is that?"
La Femme

(breathlessly):

"Why, that's stealing!"

Ralph T. Harding '22
Sells everything from trained fleas
to elephants

[ 1IG ]

SURE
(Scene;

Sophomore

Equity

'NUFF.

Quiz.)

1VIr. Field:
"Now, 1VIr. Terbovich, the plaintiff filed his bin in equity asking
for an injunction to restrain the defendant f rom digging ditches, claiming that the
purpose of the defendant was to divert waste water from his land onto that of the
plaintiff's.
The defendant claimed that no injunction should be issued as the plaintiff had, at one time. dug ditches on his own land for the same purpose.
Now,
Mr. Terbovich, what equity maxim, if any, is illustrated?"
Mr. Terbovich
hands."
IVIr. Field:

(brightly):

"Do

TvIL Terbovich

"He who comes into equity must come with clean

think that the plaintiff's

yOll

(spontaneously):

hands were soiled?"

"Sure, if he was diggin' ditches, they were."

She: "Don't kick. Before we were married, didn't you tell your friend Bill
that you were crazy to meet me?"
He:

"I guess I was."

Kansas City Life Insurance
Company
Kansas City, Missouri
A big, strong, successful HOME
COMPANY worthy of your patronage

Insurance in Force .........•..............
Assets. . .

$285,000,000.00
34,000,000.00

Home Office Building
Armour and Broadway

J.

C. N. SEARS,
Secretary
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B. REYNOLDS,
President

QUElmIES

THAT ARE UNANSWERABLE

Why doesn't each lecturer dramatize

BY A FRESH"{AN.

his discourses?

What is there in a law book that makes it so expensive?
\Vhy are the cases not novelized?
\IVhy do they call the common law
\\'hy

1S

English

Why

IS

the law so presumptuous

history so unsystematic?
of our knowledge,

\iVhy can't the law he stagnant,
gracefully

C0111111011?

during' the time we study it, instead

of so

elastic?

Since ill [ants are incompetent.

why are they so presuming

Why cia they have bar examinations
towel

in fact. too presumptuous?

over the bar, and the customers

of us?

when once the bartender

merely cl-ew a

didn't complain?

\IVhy do they take your name off the roll if you don't pay your tuition, i [ vall
are a man and have no intuition?
Why does every freshman's

THINGS

brain have a drain pipe?

I'LL ALWAYS REMEMBER

E. 13. Gay's Frosh Tea Party at Unity Inn. the Fall of 1923.
The

Sales,

Statutory

Rights,

Equity,

Damages

and Real

Property

exam.

E very time T a111reminded of them I get a headache.
The ::\ ight before Christmas,

when the bottle of one of our bibulous brethren

slipped from his pocket onto the floor and scattered
The
speakers.

Junior

Class election,

and the election

The' election of the Junior

Candidate

joy all around.
o I Washington

Day

Banquet

[or Pandex Queen.

The night Mr. Leacy fell off the platform.
Robertson's
and his spats,

immaculate

His funny shirts, his Hi- Y boy socks,

appearance.

Also his derby, his smile and his gold teeth,

Hill Shay's ears and Joe Rule's loudmouth;

also his good nature.

-Ye Eel.
Say, there goes Dr, Paynrer-c-pcculiar
down

cuss.

in the mouth.

Cee ! 'That's odd. - How come?
He's a dentist.

( 1·1~]

He's happiest when he's looking

AIRY FAIRY
FLOUR
You'll like the delightful
flavor and the fine texture
of everything you make
from Airy Fairy Flour.
The choicest of Missouri
soft-wheat
milled
into the best flour we
know how to make
-the ideal flour for
hot bread, biscuits
and all other delight
ful southern dishes.
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H, O. Smith: "Great Guns, I've lost my note book 1"
Carl Borello: "Lost all you know, huh?"
Smith: "No, lost all the profs know,"
Dear little son: "Papa, can I have a banana ?"
Doting father: "Yes, son, if you won't sing about it."
It's a mean man who, when his wife asks him to buy her a car, tells her she
should be contented with the splendid carriage nature ga ve her.
Father: "What, you wish to marry my daughter, you have no clientele, what
could you offer her that she hasn't at home?"
Van: "vVell-er-free
legal attention!"
"Did you say she dancecllike a zephyr?" inquired first stude.
"Zephyr (short for Hades), no. like a heifer," replied second stude.
Some of our recitations remind me of Old Quebec-built

on a bluff.

Suspicious Character: "W'ot am I supposecl to 'ave stolen?"
Police Officer: "A horse and van."
S. C.: "All right; search me,"

Mel. 2237-W

Del. 1928

PAUL L. GORE
Commercial

Artist

Dance bids and posters
a Specialty

10 lOA.

I 0 16 Baltimore

& R. Building
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Officer: "Look here, why don't yon go home?"
Finch: "I'm in no-hic-condishon
to pertect m'sel f."

'Tis said:

Yon can always draw the Queen-if

you have the Jack.

Lawyer (examining witness): "Do you drink intoxicating liquor?"
Witness (indignantly):
«That's my business, sir I"
Lawyer (undisturbed):
"Have you any other business?"

Heard right after THE party:
Ills it right that Graham Campbell gets by big with the women?"
dNo, it's not right, but he does."

Decision by (the future) J ndge W. McBride Shay:
"Having been found guilty of nothing worse than intoxication, talking back
to an Irishman, illegal possession of weapons, forgery, jail breaking, burglary.
arson, larceny, kidnaping, manslaughter and contempt of court, the prisoner is
dismissed."

By the way, we have just heard, at this
studying for the Bar Examination, and that
court to quit driving through Safety Zones,
hour, particularly at 12th and Walnnt Streets,

writing, that the above Mr. Shay is
he has just been cautioned by the
at a speed of thirty-five miles per
at 5:10 P. M.

Teacher: "Who were the 'Four Horsemen'?"
Small Boy: "Bill Sheridan, Buffalo Bill, Will Rogers and Barney Google."

WHAT

ABOUT

THIS,

GIL'

Attorney:
IIDid you see the plaintiff strike the defendant?"
Witness: IIOi did, sor."
Attorney:
IIAnd was the assault committed with malice aforethought ?"
Witness : IINo, sor, with a mallet behoind the ear."

[ 151 ]

John C. Bovard
Commercial Printer

Law Briefs a
Specialty

809

Baltimore

Phone,

Harrison

Kansas City

Avenue
2107

Missouri
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PEOPLES

TRUST

R. A. Long Bldg.

C01\1PANY

Grand Avenue at Tenth

A complete banking and investment service is offered through the
following well equipped departments.

COMMERCIAL BANKING
SAVINGS
SAFE DEPOSITS
FARM MORTGAGES

BONDS
TRUST
CITY MORTGAGES

DANIEL WEBSTER
;'}\CCl1rClCY and diligence

are much more

0" WORK.
necessary

to a lawyer

clef-inc, or split hairs. or than great comprehension of mind
His business is to discover authorities. am] compare cases.
over the fields of law on Pegasus, 1101' Ay across them on
If he would stand on terra firma, he must descend.
If
lawyer, he must first consent to become a great drudge.

ALSO ~IE-(Ye

than

to refine.

or brilliancy of talent.
1\ man cannot gallop
the wings of oratory.
he would be a great

Ed.).

Ceovgie and Pete, young bloods of Kansas City. were sent to school SOl1lCwhere in lVlichigan for further finishing but it seems that book learning was
secondary.
They, seemingly, were painting the school town a gaudy crimson hue.
judging Irorn the letters of inforumtion that Georgie's dad received with such disconcerting regularity.
He let it slide lor a time, but it got his "goat" at last, and
in an angry moment wired Georgie:

"PREPARE

YOURSELF.

AM SENDL\G

YOU AHROc\D.··

Georgie lost no time in wiring back:

"SEND PETE ONE, TOO."

EDWIN

BURGER & COMPANY

PUBUC ACCOUNTANTS

402-9 Gloyd Bldg.

Harrison 4421
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KEEP YOUR GRIT.

&t1ojj\

Hang on! Cling on! No matter what
they say.
Push on! Sing on! Things will come
your way.
Sitting down and whining never helps a
bit.
Best way to get there is by getting up
your grit.

i

25 Years of
Financial
Service

I

Don't give up hoping when the ship goes
down,
Grab a spar or something, just refuse to
drown,
Don't think you're dying just because
you're hit,
Smile in the face of danger, and hang on
to your grit.

idelify N4tionIlII BIlIIIk
....Trust Compcany
Capital and Surplus, Three Million

Ninth and Walnut Streets
Kansas City, Mo.

Folks-they die too easy-they sort of fade away!
Make a little error, and give up in dismay;
Kind of man that's needed is the man with ready wit,
To laugh at pain and trouble-and
hang 011 to his grit.

THE ORIGINAL WISE-CRACK.
Adam: "Aw, you give me a pain!"
Eve: "\iVhy?"
Adam:
"Well, you wouldn't think
would you ?"-Kansas

it tickles

a guy when a rib's

removed,

City Star.

IN RE JUSTICE--?
Appellant's Counsel: "This is an appeal from a judgment rendered against
the defendant in the Court of Mr. Justice-(slight
pause)."
Presiding Justice: "Are there any other reasons why the judgment should be
reversed ?"

CARMEL ROCHESTER RITTMAN-198S.
Some people think that the supreme type of optimism is the bartender who is
still paying clues to the union, but I think the best example of a normal type of
optimism is that of the old man up in St. Paul who had been out in the night until
early morning with his old chum playing cards of some kind. "Chips that pass in
the night," They finally went home and about ten o'clock in the morning his friend
met him coming down the street, After greeting him he said: "\i\lhat did the good
woman say to you this morning when you came in at 3:00 o'clock r" And the other
fellow said: "Not one word, God bless her soul, not one word, and I was going
to have them two teeth pulled anyway."
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Fine

Light

Domestic

Lunches,

and

\VELCOME!

imported
Cigars

Soft Drinks,
Fine

Candies

ATTORNEYS
and FUTURE
ATTORNEYS
At all times we
serve you best and
give you the most
for the least money

Malze 'This Store Your
Meeting Place

•

M. KIVOVITCH
More

Southeast

Corner

Bring

10th

Grand

Friends

and

Merchandise

Your
Here

and Stay

for iess

Long

Money

Come Often
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Said by a Cynic
There are as many varieties of eyesight as there arc recipes for making Welsh
Rarebit.
In one man's eyes, a girl with clark brown hair and a plump figure will
appear perfectly beautiful: and when she refuses to smile on him, he will meditate
committing Silicide in various hideous ways.
In another man's eyes, the same girl will seem strikingly unpleasant, and if he
rs forceel to dance with her. his anger is such that he longs to kill someone.
One man sees a statue of the Venus de Milo as a marvel of loveliness : another
regards it as a broken and undesirable piece of brio-a-brae.
One man views a
cast iron dog on tile lawn as a rare adornment;
another sees it as a blot 011 the
face of nature.
leople who look on their homes, their children, their dogs. their manners, their
garments or their personalities as the acme of perfection should remember that
likes and dislikes \'ar)' widely, and that in another's eyes they may not be so
wonderful after all.

Courtesy
A strong
conqueror,

man is to be feared;

Courtesy costs nothing;

but a strong

man armed 'with courtesy

but -it is the greatest selling proposition

in the v....orld.

Courtesy recalls the customer and invites a new one: discourtesy
those you have and keeps away others,
\\"isdom is always courteous!

Discourtesy

is a

drives away

is the earmark of stupidity,

Discourtesy is no mark of superiority,
Your rea] aristocrat is the most courteous to those whom fate has placed in less walks of life than those he treads; thus
we have a paradox. which is a gre;;lt trtlth-a
real democrat is the only real aristocrat.
F would rather have a man give me
ship than throw a dollar in 111y face. So
human nature.
We all like money, but
that there are things more precious than

a dime with a smile and a word of friendwould you. '''''le are made that way. It is
there is not one of us that does not know
money.

One's sel I-respect is one of them. The discourteous man insults the sel Lrespect
o [ others and makes enemies of them while he is making a foot of himself.
Pride

goeth before a fall and courtesy

precedes

Courtesy is the mantle of love; the ornament
hood, and the crown of womanhood.
'True, a hard-boiled
ship pearls in barrels.

friendship.

of charity;

kingliness

111

man-

egg has a smooth exterim-, but at the same time, we do not

Out of a man's mouth his heart speaketh.

J.

-lIenry
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J

Allen, Ex-Governor

of Kansas.

Gawfers, All!
Scene : Log Cabin GoH and Country
Xlocrc. K. R. "E::Clllly"
Gore.

Game:

September

Barrett.

Club.

Participants:

\i\1jllis K. "Dilly"

Dillenbergcr.

The 1'111".,;uit of the wily and elusive pill. Time:

and G. L. "jerry"
Sunday

morning.

14. 1924. 11 :4.i A. :\1.

Dillv: "Figure out what Chct owes, rue. Jerry-I
-\vait a minute, Chet l"
Jerry:

R. Chester "Chef'

"Three

smackers.

Dilly.

and

one

bet him a buck three ways

fifty

for

syndicates-FOUl"\.

FJFTY1"
Kurmv : "T11a\ all right, Chetty-I
rotten luck J had-if
-my

admit

I hadn't been short on the sixteenth.

dr-ive hit that tree on the seventeenth.

slice out of bounds

they smeared

011

th last hole-that

LIS.

but look at th'

I'd of had an easy three

or I'd had a par same as you. and that

guy blew his horn just as I was swingin

up-c-I had rotten luck, Cherty 1"
Cbcr : "A\"" every time you're my partner,
load-I

yOIl

hit 'ern :-;ol1r-give

me all til'

have to pay three of you."

The fact that at least one newspaper in Kan . ,as City appreciates the significance
of our Alma Mater is horne out by the following article appearing in the Kansas
Citv jonmal-Post under date of January 10th:
"l t may be that Kansas City as a whole does not properly appreciate the value
of its own School of Law. Whether or not that is the [act, it is gratifying that the
institution which is rendering such a signal service to the community and to the
profession is sufficiently prosperous to warrant the erection of a home of its own,
which is to be opposite the Univcrsity Club, near the corner of Ninth Street and
Baltimore Avenue.
"The Kansas City School of Law was established thirty years ago and has
from the first enlisted the professional ability of the best lawyers in the community
-and
they are the equals of any in the state. "\Iran)' hundreds of attorneys have
passed through its doors and taken their places in the profession here and in many
parts of the couutrv. Kansas City may well take a deep interest in its affairs."

The law is progressive and expansive, adapting itself to the new relations and
interests which are constantly springing up in the progress of society, But this
progress must be by analogy as to what is already settled.
-C reene. c. j. 1 R. I. 356.
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WHEN 1'dAN WAS SAFE FROM WOMAN'S WILES.
The laws of England with regard to artificial aids to beauty and woman's wiles
are not so strict now as they were in the reign of Charles II. In the year 1670
the following Act of Parliament was passed:
"That all women, of whatever age, rank, profession, or degree, whether
virgins. maids, or widows, that shall from and after the passing of this act impose
upon and betray into matrimony any of his Majesty's male subjects, by scents,
paints, cosmetics, washes, artificial teeth, false hair, Spanish wool, iron stays, hoops,
high heeled shoes. or bolstered hips shall incur the penalty of the law now in force
against witchcraft, sorcery, and such like misdemeanors, and that the marnage.
upon conviction shall stand null and void."

HOW ABOUT IT, DILLY?
A young barrister, with several large 1<1\\' books under his arm, met a friend
Pointing to the books, the friend said:
"\Vhy all the books, I
thought you carried all that stuff in your head?"
"I do," was the prompt reply,
"these are for the judge."

all the street.

ARE YOU INFORMED
As to daily business transactions

in Kansas City?

THE DAILY RECORD
ESTABLISHED

1888

Gives information you want.
Sample
copy free. Complete daily report of
Jackson County, Missouri. Official newspaper of Kansas City, and of the Circuit
Court of Jackson County,
Missouri.
Carries a large proportion of the legal
notices published in this city and county.
Published Every Day Except Sundays
Telephone

Victor 8437
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What Will You 'Ga~eAway From Law SchaaP
You will take away from law school on graduation

If you are idle and neglect your law school work, if you do

during your courses.
not keep yourself

just what you bring to it

in proper physical condition,

if you do not make full use of the

facilities of your school. you will carry with you into after life neither a knowledge
of the principles

of the law,

110r

other hand, if you direct yourself
students.

a capacity

to reason and think legally.

clo it day by clay in clue course. review it properly

alive. and refuse to permit outside distractions
training.

On the

seriously to the work laid out for you, and other
to keep your knowledge

to interfere

you will leave school with a full acquisition

with your professional

of legal knowledge,

culture,

and training in how to think.
Work is the foundation
IS

its most important

of all success, and just as the foundation

part, so the foundation

law school work, is the most important
after.

of your professional

of school work not attempted

means a handicap in later life at the bar.
On the other

hand,

the student

who applies

himself

Application

A lecture cut
in good faith.

systematically

to his

to his books, and who avails himself

and the other facilities of his school, cannot fail

to achieve success not only in his law school course, but subsequently
of the law.

your

There is no use blinking the fact.

books. and who avails himself systematically
of the knowledge of his professors

career,

thing in your life, not only now but here-

Any time you waste now can never be regained or made up.

by you, a case not read, any assignment

of a building

in the practice

to the work at hand is necessary, and if not always pleasant

yields sure returns.
Undertake
the future,

your school work earnestly,

do it well, review it constantly,

and

you will have no regrets for lost opportunities.
-'I'he

Law

Wor~

7

"Work

thou for pleasure;

paint or sing or carve

The thing thou lovest, though the body starve.
,..'

l;

Who works for glory misses oft the goat;
Who works for money coins his very soul;
Work

for work's sake, then. and it may be

That these things shall be added unto thee."
-Kenyon
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Cox.

Student.

111
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